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ABSTRACT
Products continuously change over time to satisfy new customer needs and technologies. This
successive emergence of new products within a product family can be considered as product family
evolution, which is derived from inherent evolving properties and adaptation to dynamic product
environments. Although product family design has been widely discussed, product family
evolution has not been sufficiently explored in an analytical manner. To tackle this issue, this
research aims to demonstrate the underlying properties of product family evolution and to model
the process of product family evolution. The methodology of this research is based on a network
science approach and consists of two phases: 1) characterization of product family evolution and
2) modeling of product family evolution. In the first phase, a network representation for product
family architectures is devised to effectively describe relationships between components. Then,
topological properties and significant network motifs in the product family network at each time
period are investigated through a case study using the smartphone models of a major company. The
results show that both individual product and product family networks follow the properties
observed in other real networks. The network properties and significant motifs of the individual
smartphone networks suggest that the individual product structure grows as a scale-free network
with common building blocks. On the other hand, the smartphone product family network evolves
with both scale-free and small-world properties due to commonality in a product family. Also, the
product family network changes with common and specific motifs during each specific time
duration. In the second phase, the complex adaptive process of product family evolution is
simplified and modeled to estimate configurational changes in product family architecture design.
In this model, evolution modes embedding specific variant generation mechanisms are realized
through a mixed-strategy game theory and an evolving network model - fitness model. For the
proposed product family evolution model, illustrative examples are introduced to describe the
dynamic configuration process of a product family structure. Finally, evolutionary opportunities
for product and product family design focusing on the universality of network properties are
addressed from the perspectives of topological robustness and complexity. From theoretical and
empirical evidences, it is identified that a design structure with scale-free network topology and
commonality has topological robustness since it has less complexity in structural connectivity and
variety. Given the increasing awareness of dynamic product environment, this research serves as a
foundation for the analysis of product family evolution.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Product Family Evolution
Companies continuously develop new products to achieve market dominance as well as
high profits. Indeed, new products upgraded from previous products or completely new models
substituted for older generation models steadily appear in marketplaces. This continuous
emergence of new products can be regarded as the evolution of products and is necessitated by new
customer needs, technologies, and markets. The evolution of products is similar to the evolution of
living species occurring from adaptation and mutation under a given environment or ecosystem
(Massey, 1999). As the evolution of living species is an inherent property representing an output
from uncertain and complex interactions of a living organism, the evolution of products is a
dynamic process in marketplaces; product development not only is impacted by various decisions
during the design process, but also requires adaptability to changing markets and technologies.
The evolution of individual products can be considered within their associated product
family. The past company-oriented manufacturing environment, primarily focusing on maximizing
profits through mass production, does not ensure a company’s success any longer under today’s
accelerating global market competition and rapidly changing customer needs. Adjusting to the
challenging business environment, companies have realized the importance of product variety and
customer satisfaction to gain competitiveness in customer-driven markets (Pine, 1993; Sanderson
and Uzumeri, 1995; Wortmann et al., 1997; ElMaraghy et al., 2013; Wang and Wang, 2014). This
change in the business paradigm has led to a transition to mass-customization to satisfy various
customer needs through a proliferation of product variety while continuously obtaining the
efficiency of mass-production at the same time (Pine, 1993; Anderson et al., 1997). Although the
idea of providing a wide variety of products for customers is regarded as essential to generate new
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profit paths (Ho and Tang, 1998), the creation of a stream of new products is not suitable in a typical
product development approach. Introducing a single product at a time imposes inefficiency for
separate materials and components due to the lack of commonality and modularity among products
(Anderson et al., 1997; Meyer and Lehnerd, 1997). Thus, focusing on product variety itself causes
additional costs and complexity in product lines to handle distinct raw materials, parts, and
processes occurring from product diversification (Tseng et al., 1996).
Both academia and industry have tried to mitigate such concerns about the negative impacts
of product variety on manufacturing performance, and the concept of product family design based
on a common platform has been widely accepted as an effective method to fulfill an increasing
product variety as well as the economy of scale of mass production (Jiao and Tseng, 1999;
Sundgren, 1999; Simpson et al., 2006). Product family and product platform are defined as follows
(Simpson et al., 2001):
•

Product Family: a set of products sharing common features, components, and/or
subsystems

•

Product Platform: a set of common parameters, features, and/or components shared
within a product family

The main goal of product family design is to properly reflect diverse customer requirements
on the product variants having a common platform and thereby to accomplish both product
customization and cost effectiveness (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2004). Furthermore, platform-based
product family design can provide other advantages, involving complexity reduction in
manufacturing multiple products, design quality improvement of new products, easy expansion and
upgrade of existing products, and flexibility of manufacturing processes (Sawhney, 1998). Indeed,
using all unique manufacturing resources for different products is a very rare practice for companies
nowadays, and most modern companies employ a product family approach for their product
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development to obtain both the high level of product customization and the economies of scale and
scope (Robertson and Ulrich, 1998; Simpson, 2004).
Although platform-based product family design has been discussed from various
perspectives for effective applications in companies, product family evolution has not been
discussed sufficiently in existing studies. Most studies relevant to product family modeling and
configuration tend to view product family design as creating an alternative product platform or a
product family against an existing one, which disregards interrelationships with the previous
product family setting over time (Jiao et al., 2007; Pirmoradi and Wang, 2011). Although one of
the critical factors in designing a product family is how much potential the product platform can
realize in order to generate a continuous stream of new products during its lifetime (Meyer and
Utterback, 1993; Meyer, 1997; Seepersad et al., 2002), studies to identify and estimate continuous
changes on product family design have not been widely conducted.
Herein, the successive emergence of new products within a product family, resulting from
inherent evolving rules and adaptation to new product strategies, technologies, customer needs, and
markets, is referred to as product family evolution. Paying attention to the concept of product family
evolution, this research aims to characterize the underlying properties of product family evolution
and to model the evolutionary process of configuring a product family structure over time. A
network science approach is applied to the concept of product family evolution so that a continuous
stream of a new product family structure can be effectively analyzed and modeled in an analytical
way. This dissertation particularly focuses on the time-dependent dynamic evolution of a product
family architecture to investigate the structural changes of products within a product family,
occurring due to inherent evolution mechanisms and an adaptation process to changing product
environment. The evolutionary properties of a product family architecture and the product family
evolution model addressed in this research serve as a basis to reflect the dynamics of processes
taking place on product family design beyond prevailing time-independent product family design.
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1.1 Current Studies
Table 1 shows four major approaches in extant literature that are associated with product
family evolution. These approaches include various studies that can be considered to explain
product family evolution even if some of the literature do not refer to the term “evolution” directly.
Table 1. Research Approaches Related to Product Family Evolution
Approach
Change Propagation

Management of
Change Propagation

Development of
Prediction Tools

Bottom-Up Product
Design

Redesign and Design
Reuse Strategy

Reconfigurable
System

Product Family
Evolution Strategies

Mapping Product
Family Evolution
Platform Leveraging
Strategy
Categorization of
Product Evolution

Product Family
Evolution Modeling

Dynamic Modeling
Frameworks for
Product Family
Evolution
Evolving Product
Family Network

Literature
• Wright (1997)
• Pikosz and Malmqvist (1998)
• Eckert et al. (2004)
• Shankar et al. (2012)
• Morris et al. (2016)
• Clarkson et al. (2004)
• Eckert et al. (2006)
• Danilovic and Browning (2007)
• Giffin et al. (2009)
• Koh et al. (2012)
• Cheng and Chu (2012)
• Pasqual and de Weck (2012)
• Tang et al. (2016)
• Thevenot et al. (2005)
• Ong et al. (2006)
• Shooter et al. (2007)
• Salhieh (2007)
• Yan et al. (2007)
• Sandborn et al. (2008)
• Thevenot and Simpson (2009)
• Liu et al. (2014)
• Brabazon and MacCarthy (2004)
• Siddiqi et al. (2006)
• Ferguson and Lewis (2008)
• Tucker and Kim (2008)
• Cormier et al. (2009)
• Ferguson et al. (2009)
• Yu and Cai (2009)
• Bryan et al. (2013)
• Wheelwright and Sasser Jr. (1989)
• Meyer and Utterback (1993)
• Meyer (1997)
• Seepersad et al. (2002)
• Ohvanainen and Hietikko (2012)
• Wheelwright and Sasser Jr. (1989)
• Ulrich (1995)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Xu et al. (2008)
Liu and Özer (2009)
Shao et al. (2012)
Hou et al. (2013)
Liu et al. (2006)
Liu et al. (2008)
Sui and Zhong (2008)

Description
Investigation of properties and
strategies to manage change
propagation

Prediction and visualization of the
effects of change propagation by
applying matrix-based methods and
graph theory

Redesign and reuse to efficiently
improve current product family
design

Modification and rearrangement of
structural configurations in a
product family

Representation of product family
evolution in a map
Platform leveraging strategies in a
market segmentation grid
Categorization of evolution of a
product (or a product family) based
on evolutionary properties
Product family evolution modeled
with dynamic factors and
mechanisms to guide the evolution
process
Modeling an evolving product
family by employing complex
network theory
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Initial approaches to product family evolution were mainly discussed in the field of strategic
marketing and business. Conceptual mapping to describe how product families or platforms can be
leveraged was the emphasis in early studies; modeling the evolution of product families has been
also attempted recently. In addition, change propagation studies, investigating an impact of changes
on a product structure, and bottom-up product family design, focusing on redesign and reuse of
existing design elements, have discussed plausible dynamic processes on design structures.
However, most studies in these approaches focused on an individual product and were performed
from the perspective of management rather than from that of evolution. Product family evolution
related topics in each approach are addressed in the following sections.

1.1.1

Change Propagation
Change propagation is defined as “the process by which a change to one part or element of

an existing system configuration or design results in one or more additional changes to the system,
when those changes would not have otherwise been required (Eckert et al., 2004; Giffin et al., 2009;
Pasqual and de Weck, 2012).” Products are steadily revised to reflect new requirements (Clarkson
et al., 2004; Eckert et al., 2004). A critical issue in product change is that a change to one part can
result in multiple changes to other parts (Terwiesch and Loch, 1999; Fricke et al., 2000), and this
change propagation is more significant in the case of complex products where all parts and
subsystems are closely interrelated (Clarkson et al., 2004; Eckert et al., 2004; Giffin et al., 2009;
Koh et al., 2012). Since change propagation in a product is unknown and unpredictable in an
engineering design process (Eckert et al., 2004) and significantly impacts product development
schedules, costs, and quality (Sterman, 2000), it has been widely discussed to explore the reasons
and the propagation behavior of changes in a design process (Giffin et al., 2009; Pasqual and de
Weck, 2012).
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The research to investigate the nature and management of change propagation has been
initiated to understand underlying properties in change propagation and to cope with its impact on
manufacturing performance (Wright, 1997; Pikosz and Malmqvist, 1998; Eckert et al., 2004;
Shankar et al., 2012; Morris et al., 2016). Along with the efforts to define change propagation and
its managerial importance, the majority of studies have quantitatively traced and estimated change
propagation based on the design structure matrix (DSM) method developed by Steward (1981).
The DSM method, showing parametric or precedence relationships in a design structure through a
matrix system (Eppinger, 1994), can be effectively employed to indicate how changes propagate
within a product (Clarkson et al., 2004). Thus, the DSM concept has been widely supported by
numerous papers as the basis to estimate and visualize the impact of potential change propagation
paths through its applications and extensions (Clarkson et al., 2004; Giffin et al., 2009; Koh et al.,
2012). Furthermore, approaches previously relying on the DSM method and the product domain
itself have gradually covered more comprehensive and complicated interactions for change
propagation at a system level. Topological characteristics of a complex product is analyzed to
evaluate the effects of change (Giffin et al., 2009; Cheng and Chu, 2012), and multiple layers or
domains are reflected to capture how the change propagates within a domain and among domains
related to product development (Danilovic and Browning, 2007; Pasqual and de Weck, 2012; Tang
et al., 2016). Although change propagation approaches provide important managerial implications
for certain changes in a system, they are somewhat limited to identifying specific impact of changes
within a product at a given time period. To understand the time-dependent evolutionary
characteristics of a product family design structure, it is necessary to have a more comprehensive
approach that can be used to define generic properties and patterns in a continuous stream of
structural changes in product family design.
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1.1.2

Bottom-Up Product Family Design
Redesign, design reuse strategy, and reconfiguration of product families are bottom-up

approaches, which deal with efficient improvement and cost reduction by modifying existing
product variants (Alizon et al., 2007; Pirmoradi and Wang, 2011). Although most studies regarding
these bottom-up approaches do not imply the evolution of product families, their methods to
revitalize existing product families might be employed to reveal the evolutionary process of product
families. Product family redesign is a typical bottom-up approach to find improved product family
design by revising original product portfolios or product families such as redesigning existing
product families based on commonality (Thevenot et al., 2005; Thevenot and Simpson, 2009),
deriving an optimal product family architecture through component redesign to satisfy customer
and budget requirements (Liu et al., 2014), and transforming individual product portfolios into
product families (Salhieh, 2007). Similarly, design reuse aims to decrease design risks, occurring
from uncertainty and insufficient information in the early design stage, by increasing design and
production efficiency for building new product families through reusing existing design elements
(Ulrich, 1995; Tseng et al., 1996; Ong et al., 2006). Paying attention to the redesign of a product
family architecture, the reconfiguration of a product family structure is a process to rearrange
available modules and structural configurations (Yan et al., 2007). These reuse and reconfiguration
approaches enable a new product family to meet various functional requirements under limited time
and cost conditions (Pirmoradi and Wang, 2011). The bottom-up approaches can be regarded as
possible behavior options that a current product family generation can take to evolve into its next
product family generation. However, those approaches are not sufficient to explain generic logic
and rules for directing structural and functional changes in a product family, which are influenced
by time-dependent variables such as new technology development, customer preferences, new
material emergence, market competition, and so on.
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1.1.3

Product Family Evolution Strategies
Mapping product family evolution is a representative early work that directly

conceptualizes product family evolution, based on visualized maps to conceptually depict the
evolution of product families from the perspectives of core capability and product development
strategy (Wheelwright and Sasser Jr., 1989; Meyer and Utterback, 1993). Platform leveraging
strategies were addressed to conceptualize how a platform or multiple platforms can be expanded
to cover different market segments and different tiers of price and performance (Meyer, 1997;
Seepersad et al., 2002; Ohvanainen and Hietikko, 2012). Categorization of product evolution was
also conducted to identify how products can be grouped from the strategic types of new products
(Wheelwright and Sasser Jr., 1989; Ulrich, 1995). The earlier studies based on the above
approaches mainly describe product family evolution in strategic marketing and management to
give managerial directions for product family and product platform design. On the other hand, the
later studies for product family evolution involve specific methodologies and frameworks to model
evolving properties in product families and product platforms beyond comprehensive directions, as
seen in Section 1.1.4.

1.1.4

Product Family Evolution Modeling
Technological advancements represent a significant factor that directly affects product

family evolution. In this regard, product family evolution was modeled with technology changes
to guide the evolution process of a product family (Xu et al., 2008; Liu and Özer, 2009). Dynamic
modeling for product family evolution was conducted by considering components in a product
family as basic entities, which are inevitably added, removed, or updated in the evolution process
(Liu et al., 2006; Shao et al., 2012). Indeed, recent product family research analytically investigated
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evolution rules of product families to reflect dynamic properties and conditions (Liu et al., 2006;
Shao et al., 2012; Hou et al., 2013) beyond the previous approaches indirectly discussing product
family evolution through static optimization tools and metrics.
Most studies in modeling product family evolution are based on network representation
due to its simplicity and usefulness in analyzing the complex structure of a product family (Liu et
al., 2006; Zhang and Fan, 2006; Xu et al., 2008; Shao et al., 2012). An inspiring aspect in the
network-based research for product family evolution can be found in the studies applying the
concept of complex networks (Liu et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2008). Network analysis has been widely
employed for social, biological, and technological networks, which consist of a massive number of
components and their interactions, to effectively identify underlying network properties and to
build models representing their complex networks (Newman, 2010). Similarly, a network science
approach can be useful to analyze a product family structure since a product family can be regarded
as a complex product system consisting of various subsystems and components.
The following research opportunities are identified from the current studies in product
family evolution. First, product family evolution has not been sufficiently investigated in an
analytical manner, and product family evolution was mainly discussed in the business and
marketing areas. However, the recent research that attempts to model the process of product family
evolution shows that the evolution of a product family is recognized as a potential research area
requiring more in-depth discussion. Second, the fact that a product family involves various parts or
components (Liu et al., 2006) and continuously changes according to customer needs and
emergence of new technologies and materials (Shao et al., 2012) supports that a product family can
be considered as a complex system. From this point of view, network science, which is to
investigate properties and topological changes of a complex network and to model a real-world
network, can be a useful basis to represent a product family and its evolutionary behavior.
Especially, evolution rules and dynamic modeling, which have been studied in complex network
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areas, would serve as a foundation of product family evolution. Based on the research opportunities
found in the current studies, the research focus of this dissertation is illustrated in Section 1.2.

1.2 Research Focus
There are two main goals of this dissertation: 1) to characterize underlying properties in
product family evolution and 2) to simplify and model the complex adaptive process of product
family evolution to estimate changes in product family architecture design over time. As discussed
in the previous section, network science is employed to facilitate the characterization and modeling
of product family evolution. Based on the goals for this dissertation, the following primary research
questions are proposed to provide motivations of this work:
Primary Research Questions
Q1: What are the evolutionary characteristics of a product family architecture?
Q2: What can be an effective model to describe the dynamics of evolution processes on a
product family architecture?
The evolution of a product family architecture describes structural variations during
successive time periods in the design structure of a product family. This enables to effectively
investigate the evolutionary properties of a product family by keeping track of the structural
changes of a product family. Also, an analytical view of estimating structural changes in a product
family under realistic scenarios gives a future road map for product family design. This enables a
company to simulate a continuous stream of future product family design, deviating from the
prevailing ‘one-time’ decision making to derive product family design under specific constraints
and conditions. The primary questions embed the following research statements:
Primary Research Statements
S1: A product family architecture in each time period, represented by a network, is
characterized by certain properties.
S2: An evolving network model can be a basis to represent structural changes on a product
family architecture at each time period.
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The primary research questions are divided into supporting research questions as follows:
Supporting Research Questions
Q1-1: What properties does a product family architecture network in each time period have?
Q1-2: Do product family architecture networks in different time periods have common
network characteristics?
Q1-3: Does a product family architecture network evolve with certain network topology and
patterns?
Q2-1: What are basic evolving rules of a product family architecture network?
Q2-2: What are appropriate mechanisms to represent product family evolution?
Q2-3: What are variables and conditions to be considered in product family evolution?
Each supporting question corresponds to each supporting research statement. All the research
statements are informed by the literature review and tested through the methodology in this
dissertation.
Supporting Research Statements
S1-1: A product family architecture network has similar properties with other real-world
networks.
S1-2: The properties of a product family architecture network are maintained over time.
S1-3: A certain network topology with network patterns characterizes product family
evolution.
S2-1: A new component is connected to existing components that are structurally/
functionally more fit and have more connections.
S2-2: Evolution mechanisms corresponding to platform leveraging strategies distinctively
govern the configuration of a product family structure.
S2-3: New components for an evolution mechanism are selected based on their development
values and costs under market competition.

1.3 Dissertation Overview
A roadmap to investigate the research problems for product family evolution is illustrated
in Figure 1. Based on the research statements provided in this chapter, the next chapter has literature
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review sections related to the evolution of a product family. They include 1) the definitions and
concepts of product family evolution, 2) strategic approaches to product family evolution, and 3)
methods and theories that can provide a basis of characterizing and modeling the evolution of a
product family. Chapter 3 proposes methods to analyze the evolution of a product family through
a network science approach that is introduced in Chapters 1 and 2. The methodology of this
dissertation, presented in Chapter 3, is divided into two main parts: 1) characterization of product
family evolution, and 2) modeling of product family evolution.

Figure 1. Research Roadmap
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Primary steps to identify evolutionary properties and patterns of a product family in Section 3.1 are
applied to a smartphone case study in Chapter 4. Dynamic modeling of a product family network
to predict its future configuration is outlined and developed in Section 3.2. The proposed product
family evolution model realizes inherent evolution mechanisms in accordance with product
platform strategies as well as a given product environment where new components reflecting new
customer needs and technologies are developed under market competition. Then, the network
model of product family evolution is illustrated with examples in Chapter 5. Based on findings in
the previous chapters and comparisons with other biological, social, and engineering systems,
Chapter 6 provides opportunities and considerations that can be reflected in product and product
family design. Lastly, a summary of the dissertation with discussion and conclusions are stated in
in Chapter 7. Possible limitations and future work are also addressed in this chapter.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
In this chapter, studies relevant to product family design are comprehensively reviewed
with basic concepts in product family design and product family representation. Then, specific
attention is paid to the evolution aspect of product and product family design. Although the
fundamental rules of product family design have been clarified from both empirical evidences and
theoretical approaches, it is also necessary to investigate how platforms and architectures regarding
product families evolve with variations in customer needs, technologies, and enterprise capabilities
(Jiao et al., 2007). The examination of this issue can help understand how product platforms and
architectures for product families dynamically change due to various factors.

2.1 Definitions of Product Family, Platform, and Architecture
The concept of product family has been discussed as one of the main topics in product
design and development and applied to diverse industries as a consensus of the necessity of mass
customization. Across industries, a product family has been widely accepted as a set of relevant
products that is based on a common product platform to fulfill various market niches (Meyer and
Utterback, 1993; Simpson et al., 2006; Moon and McAdams, 2012). A product family typically
targets a specific market segment, but certain products within a product family might focus on
distinct niches within the segment to satisfy different customer requirements (Meyer and Utterback,
1993). Individual products in a product family thus hold varied features that enable them to be
customized for particular customer groups although a product family is derived from a common
structure or core technology (Meyer and Lehnerd, 1997). These individual products within a
product family are described as product variants. The product variants of a product family consist
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of common components and product specific components (Bernstein et al., 2011). Common
components are shared within a product family and form a product platform, whereas speciﬁc
components deviating from their common platform represent distinct functionality (Bernstein et
al., 2011). Thus, a product family aims to achieve high external variety (i.e., product portfolio) with
minimum internal variety (i.e., common platform) (Zhang et al., 2006).
A product platform is an essential concept for a product family and serves a basis of product
family development. A platform generally represents a standardized structure or framework. Meyer
and Utterback (1993) addressed that a product platform entails the design and components shared
by a series of products. A product platform, in this manner, is a base structure or a set of common
elements which can be employed for multiple products. The concept of a product platform has been
defined narrowly and broadly according to research streams. Product platforms have been defined
from a product/industry specific level to a generic level and from a product-oriented view to a
firm’s value chain view (Muffatto and Roveda, 2000; Simpson et al., 2006; Jiao et al., 2007).
Most narrow definitions of a product platform originate from product family development
in the automotive industry. This stream of product platform definitions focuses on a set of physical
elements shared by individual products (Muffatto and Roveda, 2000). MacDuffie et al. (1996)
regarded product platforms in the automotive industry as “having a unique underbody and floor
pan and serving as the foundation design for multiple needs (pp. 356).” Ericsson and Erixon (1999)
explained a product platform from a common base employed in vehicle design; predetermined
models are developed from a common base that provides synergy in knowledge and investments.
From the definitions emphasizing physical commonality, the major issue in this stream is
determining common elements, features, and manufacturing processes within a given product
family (Muffatto and Roveda, 2000; Jiao et al., 2007).
Another main stream of product platform definitions is viewing a product platform as more
general and comprehensive to stress a shared logic and interconnected architecture in a product
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platform (Jiao et al., 2007) and its relations with manufacturing and organizational processes
(Muffatto and Roveda, 2000). The following product platform definitions show the generic and
flexible concepts of a product platform. McGrath (1995) defined a product platform as a group of
the common elements with core technology which is shared by a set of products. Meyer and
Lehnerd (1997) defined that a product platform is a set of common components, modules, or parts
from which a range of variants can be effectively created. They further stated that a product
platform is “a set of subsystems and interfaces developed to form a common structure from which
a stream of derivative products can be efficiently developed and produced (pp. 39).” Robertson and
Ulrich (1998) extended the concept of a product platform more broadly by defining that a product
platform is a collection of assets (e.g., components, processes, knowledge, people and
relationships) shared by a set of products.
A product platform has been also defined by its properties and types. Baldwin and Clark
(2000) identified three aspects of a product platform involving its underlying features: (1) its
modular architecture, (2) the interfaces (i.e., the scheme regarding how the modules interact), and
(3) the standards (i.e., the design rules of modules). From these aspects, a product platform is based
on a product architecture having a certain level of modularity for independency of standardized
elements. Product platforms can have different types depending on the ways of developing product
variants. For this purpose, Zamirowski and Otto (1999) categorized three types of product
platforms: 1) modular platforms, 2) scalable platforms, and 3) generational platforms. A modular
platform uses a set of modules as a product platform (Gonzalez-Zugasti and Otto, 2000). A scalable
platform is a product platform whose design variables are scaled to stretch and shrink the platform
for different capacities of product variants (Simpson, 2004). A generational platform focuses on
the product life-cycle to employ a product platform as a basis of rapid next generation development
(Martin and Ishii, 2002).
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The approaches to platform-based product family design typically discuss a product
architecture as the basis of a product platform (Reinders et al., 2012). Erens and Verhulst (1997)
defined a product architecture as the composition of components in a product from functional,
technological, and physical aspects to develop a product family. A product architecture represents
a scheme, where the functionality of a product, the mapping between functional elements and
physical components, and the interfaces among physical components are determined (Ulrich,
1995). Product architectures can be categorized into modular architectures and integral
architectures (Ulrich, 1995). A modular architecture involves a classified mapping between
functional elements and physical components and decoupled interfaces in the physical structure,
while an integral architecture has physical components which are interrelated with various
functions. A product architecture is typically regarded as a layout or topology to reflect functional
requirements for a product (Van Wie et al., 2003), but it can be also affected by external factors.
Ulrich (1995) specified the relationships between product architectures and managerial areas. Yu
et al. (1999) also investigated how product architectures can be defined from different customer
need distributions.

2.2 Product Family Representations
A Bill of Materials (BOM) is a basic representation of a single product that includes
information about end products and their parts or assemblies (Smolik, 1983). Beyond the
representation of single products, the BOM representation can also reflect product families through
Generic BOM (GBOM) (Hegge and Wortmann, 1991). A GBOM employs parameters to
distinguish products, so product variants in a product family can be described in a single structure
instead of specifying all single BOMs of product variants. Product Family Classification Tree
(PFCT) models a product family through classification of end-products and/or modules, based on
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functionality of each product variant (Yu and MacCallum, 1995). Beyond a functional view to
describe a product family, Generic Product Modeling (GPM) allows product family representation
from both commercial and assembly views to consider multifaceted aspects in product family
modeling (Wortmann et al., 1997).
Focusing on the modularity of a product family, matrix based methods effectively identify
modules for product families. Quality Function Deployment (QFD) supports the development of
modular structures for a product family by performing module creation, interface analysis and
module configuration (Erlandsson et al., 1992). The QFD approach is further extended to Modular
Function Deployment (MFD) for modular analysis (Erixon and Ostgren, 1993). A Design Structure
Matrix (DSM) is also applied to derive modules through grouping interactions between design
elements (Yu et al., 2003).
A network representation for a product family is based on a graph grammar approach to
product platform design (Siddique and Rosen, 1999) and product family design (Du et al., 2002a).
A graph rewriting system was proposed to reflect structural and functional characteristics of
product families and used to derive product variants from a graph rewriting process (Du et al.,
2002b). Hsiao and Liu (2005) proposed a methodology for product family design using QFD to
identify product variant requirements and interpretive structural modeling to represent a
hierarchical structure of components. Nanda et al. (2006) developed the Product Family Ontology
Development Methodology (PFODM) to represent a product family as a directed cyclic graph for
a product family ontology, which facilitates a hierarchical clustering of relevant design concepts
for different products. Alizon et al. (2009) illustrated each product in a product family as a graph
that contains relevant functions and components and incorporate all graphs to identify common,
variant, and unique components for each given function.
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2.3 Product Evolution
The term evolution initially appeared to describe changes of biological entities over
generations, and its scientific formulation was firstly discussed by Charles Darwin through the
theory of natural selection (Darwin, 1859). According to his theory, evolution is a process of
survivability for which only species better adapting to their environments are selected to survive
and reproduce offspring. Later, genetics was applied to explain biological evolution to supplement
Darwin’s theory, which includes generic mutation and generic drift (Hall, 2008). The biological
meaning of evolution can be defined as “a series of identifiable events causally linked together,
which concern one or several entities at different levels of analysis that may or may not alter their
essential characteristics, and may or may not proceed toward an anticipated ending (Durand, 2006,
pp. 16).” Thus, evolution in biology is comprehensively interpreted as a process, which occurs from
the change of populations and environments and the transformation of genetic characteristics in
living organisms during successive generations. The concept of evolution has been widely applied
to various areas to describe changes in their relevant entities over time.
Products are also considered as evolving entities to obtain competitiveness in marketplaces
(Betz, 1993; Otto and Wood, 1998). Foster (1986) and Betz (1993) explained product evolution in
a marketplace through the S-curve model, plotting the performance of each product as a function
of product release time (See Figure 2). When a new product with innovative technology appears in
the market, the plotted curve (e.g., the plot for incandescent lamps in Figure 2) becomes flat during
a particular time period as a response to the time for the development of products against the new
product. After the new technology is available to apply, many products providing better
functionality are introduced in the market and thereby the lower leg of the S-curve appears. The Scurve will flatten again as the corresponding market and new technology fully matures and thus
significant improvement in the technical performance cannot be realized. The shape of the S-curve
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is not only affected by technological innovation that each product embeds but also determined by
market demand, scientific knowledge, and innovation levels (Bower and Christensen, 1995).
Product evolution from the S-curve model indicates performance improvement that results from
reflecting new technological, market, and customer requirements. Also, a discontinuous leap from
one S-curve to another S-curve (e.g., the plot for fluorescent lamps in Figure 2) can occur from
disruptive innovation in technology, manufacturing process, and product architecture (Otto and
Wood, 1998).

Figure 2. S-Curves Representing Product Evolution (Betz, 1993)

Payson (1995) considered product evolution as quality improvement in product
characteristics or functionality across time periods. Payson (1997) further addressed that product
evolution can occur from the combination of two driving factors: 1) the planned business and
marketing strategies of companies and 2) inherent functionality. He defined product evolution as
“a historical sense to mean the continual development of new products that serves the same function
(Payson, 1997, pp.3),” and stated that product evolution is to support a single product function over
time from continuous product innovations. However, this definition is somewhat limited because
it cannot explain new products with multi-functions that originally covered one main function. For
example, a decade ago, Cellular phones only served voice communication and text messages, but
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now they provide various functions such as internet access, camera, and media player, and so on
all at once. Also, the evolution of products needs to be considered with that of markets and
technologies since the emergence of new products is highly dependent with new technology and
market opportunities (Helfat and Raubitschek, 2000).
The co-evolution of products, markets, and technologies has been framed as technology
roadmapping (Phaal et al., 2004; Phaal and Muller, 2009). Technology roadmapping is a timedependent representation based on a graphical or descriptive tool to describe interactions between
multiple layers that typically span product, technology, and market aspects (Phaal et al., 2004;
Rinne, 2004). It describes the evolution of each layer and explores the interdependencies among
the layers to reflect the integration of the layers in planning and developing future products, services,
or technologies (Phaal et al., 2004). For example, Figure 3 shows a generic technology roadmap
representing the interrelationships among markets, products, and technologies within a given time
period in the horizontal axis.

Figure 3. Generic Technology Roadmap (Rinne, 2004)

From the technology roadmap view, the evolution of products is continuous product
development over time as a consequence of interrelationships and integrations among the layers
influencing product development. Since technology roadmapping comprehensively observes
product evolution associated with market and technology changes, it can be useful to find out
certain patterns inherent in product evolution. Rinne (2004) illustrated the evolution of products
through four main patterns in a technology roadmap (See Figure 4): 1) sustaining and disruptive
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technologies, 2) generation skipping, 3) path dependencies, and 4) standardization. Each type is
described as follows:

Figure 4. Coevolution Patterns of Products, Technologies, and Markets (Rinne, 2004)

•

Sustaining and Disruptive Technologies: When new disruptive technologies (T2 ~ T4) focusing
on totally different attributes from the current sustaining technology (T1) prevail and change
customer preferences, the current (P1~P3) and possible (P7) products based on the sustaining
technology in the current market (M1) will become extinct. Then, the current market will
become obsolete and merge with the new market (M2) for the new product (P6) with the
disruptive technology, driving the transition of customer preferences (See Figure 4a).

•

Generation Skipping: A common pattern can also be found in a series of product generations.
The product generations that fail due to design flaws, too early entrance into the market, or
misunderstanding of the market changes, often serve as a basis to develop further product
generations achieving great success (Maidique and Zirger, 1985). In the case of short interval
times among product generations, some intervening product generations may be skipped in the
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evolution of the product. If P4 appears right after P3, and P5 is expected to be developed soon;
then P4 can be skipped since the market and technology of P4 would die out (See Figure 4b).
•

Path Dependence: The evolutionary pattern, where one product or technology dominates a
market, is often observed in practice as lock-in effect (Grant, 2009). This pattern is called path
dependence or a-winner-takes-all (Arhur, 1988). The market is oriented toward a wining
product or technology, often emerging from repaid responses for market changes or from
critical events to result in competitive advantages (Rinne, 2004).

•

Standardization: Standardizing technologies in a competitive market transforms the early
competition of products through different technologies to dominate the market in advance into
the continuous competition of the products through better performance to increase market share
(Shapiro and Varian, 1999). Thus, the technological lock-in consequence caused from the path
dependence can be reduced through standardization (Rinne, 2004). In Figure 4d, the market
(M3), where P3 and P5 using the standard technology (T2) compete, avoids lock-in. Then, each
next generation forms its own market depending on new technology adaptation.
Beyond the previous conceptual modeling of product evolution, Le et al. (2014) proposed

a generative network model for product evolution to analyze underlying dynamics in the evolution
of open-source software and hardware products. Based on a network science approach, they derived
six mechanisms to represent the evolution of product networks: 1) addition of new nodes, 2)
removal of existing nodes, 3) linking of new nodes with existing nodes, 4) linking of new nodes
with each other, 5) linking of existing nodes with each other, and 6) removal of existing links. The
generated product networks based on the identified mechanisms were compared with actual product
structures through network measures to characterize and confirm the evolutionary patterns of opensource software and hardware products (Le et al., 2014).
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2.4 Concepts and Strategies for Product Family Evolution
A new product is regularly developed by reflecting new customer needs and technologies
to complement its old generations or to target a new market. The new development of individual
products can be considered within a product family, and this can be extended to the evolution of
the entire product family. The evolution of product families was initially discussed in business
strategy and marketing areas by mapping it to provide a holistic view of product development over
time.

Figure 5. Generic Product Development Map (Wheelwright and Sasser Jr., 1989)

Wheelwright and Sasser Jr. (1989) proposed the generic product development map to guide
the evolution of a company’s product line (See Figure 5). This map contains relationships among
product offerings in one generation. A series of the maps help understand how products in a product
family evolves from one generation to another generation. Product offerings in the map are
categorized into core and leveraged products, and leveraged products are further separated into
enhanced, customized, cost reduced, and hybrid products. Typically, core products indicate initial
and standard products derived from an engineering prototype. Enhanced products are usually initial
products leveraged from core products, adding other appealing features on the core design to target
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new markets or to expand current markets. Cost-reduced products are created with the same design
and technology as core products, but they are stripped-down models with cheaper materials and
low manufacturing costs for low-end markets. Lastly, hybrid products are convergence products,
developed by combining features of two or more core products.
Meyer and Utterback (1993) described that each generation of a product family has a
product platform to develop specific products for targeting various niches in a market segment.
They stated that the successive new generations of existing product families renew older platforms
through improved designs and technologies to satisfy new customer streams in a targeted market.
At the same time, new product families based on new product platforms can be simultaneously
developed to pioneer new markets by expanding core technologies, market knowledge, and
manufacturing capabilities from existing platforms. The product family development map shown
in Figure 6 illustrates the product family evolution over time, which creates brand-new product
families through new technology adaptation, cost reduction, and feature reconfiguration.

Figure 6. Product Family Development Map (Meyer and Utterback, 1993)
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Although the above mapping approaches to product family evolution can be effectively
used to plan product positioning, the surface level of analysis for product family evolution does not
clearly explain how the underlying product platforms or architectures of the product families can
influence the successive generations and overall product development. To tackle this issue, product
family evolution has been also discussed at the levels of product platform and product architecture
to understand the evolutionary properties of product families in more depth.
Sanderson and Uzumeri (1995) investigated the generational changes of Sony’s Walkman
product family and stressed the generational platforms, which have substantially different
components and technological features but still maintain linkages with the previous platforms.
Ulrich (1995) addressed evolution motives in terms of product change: 1) product change through
technological upgrades and component add-ons occurring over the lifecycle of a product and 2)
product change in a product line over successive generations. He stated that these types of product
change are determined by product architecture in that the architectural characteristics of a product
essentially affect the configurational variations in components to accomplish desired functional
elements
Meyer (1997) identified strategies for leveraging product platforms based on the market
segmentation grid illustrated in Figure 7. In each grid in Figure 7, the horizontal axis indicates the
market segments of product variants, and the vertical axis represents the different positioning of
product price and performance within each market segment. This segmentation grid can help
companies to simply characterize their markets and to make proper product platform strategies
according to their capabilities. There are three types of leveraging strategies for a product platform,
which are described within the market segmentation grid: 1) horizontal leverage, 2) vertical
leverage, and 3) beachhead strategy.
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Figure 7. Platform Leveraging Strategies (Meyer, 1997)

The description of each strategy is listed in Table 2. Companies that do not have a proper
platform leveraging strategy might have many product platforms to produce various products for
different market segments and cost/performance tiers. To avoid inefficient platform management,
Meyer (1997) emphasized continuous platform renewals for leveraging products.
Table 2. Platform Leveraging Strategies (Meyer, 1997)
Platform Strategy
Horizontal
leverage

Vertical leverage

Beachhead

Definition
• A product platform or
one of its key
subsystem leveraged
from one market
segment to the next
within a given level of
price/performance

Benefits
• New product families
across markets without
reinventing efforts on a
product platform
• Rapid development of
new products
• Minimizing
procurement and
retooling costs
• A product platform
• Not required to gain
scaled down or up to
new knowledge of
cover multiple
additional market
price/performance tiers
niches
within a targeted
• Satisfying different
market segment
price & performance
tiers from removal or
addition of functionality
on a product platform
• A product platform
• Efficient and effective
both horizontally
extension from a low
leveraged and
(or high)-end initial
vertically scaled up
platform for one market
• Lower cost in the
manufacturing
processes for the
platform extensions

Drawbacks
• No risk-free strategy
if the platform or its
key subsystems are
flawed
• Difficult platform
renewal if each
market segment is
targeted by a different
business unit
• Under strong
engineering culture
toward high-end
products, converting
high-end into low-end
often cause low
profitability

Examples
• Black & Decker –
a common platform
adaptable to other
markets
• Gillette – the same razor
cartridge for products
targeting different
customer groups

• Comprehensive
understating about
different markets and
precise leveraging
strategies are needed
to be successful

• Compaq – multidirectional evolutions
across markets and tiers
from the initial low-end
desktop PC platform
• EMC – the large-scale
storage system platform
targeting a high-end
market tier

• Rolls Royce – the
RTM322 engine using
scalable modules
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Seepersad et al. (2002) considered several options in product platform extension to target
a range of market segments through more than one platform. They pointed out that the current
product platforms should be able to cover several future expansions of the initial product portfolio.
The product portfolio expansions from product platforms are described in Figure 8. Each possible
expansion has a different probability to occur due to customer needs, competition, and other factors.
Based on the concept of the product portfolio evolution, Seepersad et al. (2002) further developed
a quantitative approach with the compromise decision support problem, a multi-objective decision
model based on goal programming (Mistree et al., 1993), to create multiple product platforms for
an evolving product portfolio.

Figure 8. Product Portfolio Expansion (Seepersad et al., 2002)

Ohvanainen and Hietikko (2012) extracted empirical findings for product platform
evolution through a power-pack product family case study. They stated that successful product
platform evolution should be able to reflect incremental innovations to gain competitive advantages.
Also, they addressed that core competency creation through continuous learning, innovation, and
commitment is required to have systemic and hierarchical platform-based product family thinking,
that connects platform strategies, architecture design, and strategic and management perspectives
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The evolutionary perspective for individual products can be also extended for product
architectures. Shibata et al. (2005) investigated the evolution of the numerical controller
architecture from 1962 to 1997 through empirical analysis. They considered the open (or open
modular) architecture, where the interface and configuration of a product architecture are fully
standardized and shared across companies within the industry, as well as the integral / modular
architectures. They addressed that the evolution of the product architecture follows the order of the
integral architecture, the modular architecture, and the open architecture. However, they also
pointed out that the evolution direction may be reversed from the modular architecture to the
integral architecture when a new technology is incorporated into an existing product system. This
situation leads to the lack of standardization in an interface and to complex structure-function
mapping in an early model with the new technology. The evolution of the architecture described
by Shibata et al. (2005) is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Evolution of Numerical Controller Architecture (Shibata et al., 2005)

Basically, product family evolution is conceptualized in line with product evolution. The
discussion regarding product family evolution mainly deals with changes in product platforms and
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architectures along with technology and market changes. In this regard, the evolution of a product
family can be considered as the successive emergence of new products within a product family
with changes in the previous product platform and architecture. Product offerings within a product
family are expected to be generated as many as possible to target various market niches and provide
multiple performance/cost options to customers. However, the increase in product variety or
complexity can negatively impact manufacturing (Stalk Jr., 1988; MacDuffie et al., 1996; Fagade
et al., 1998; Perona and Miragliotta, 2004). Accordingly, manufacturing capabilities should be
enhanced to cover a wide variety of products (Fujimoto et al., 2003). Therefore, the evolution of a
product family should be viewed as a complex and interactive process involving various internal
and external factors to determine the future directions of product family development.

2.5 Product Family Evolution Modeling
Engineering analysis and mathematical modeling to formulate product family evolution
has recently arisen due to complex mechanisms surrounding product family development. Most
studies with efforts to model product family evolution proposed network-based approaches to
analyze the complex structure of a product family. Especially, an inspiring aspect in the networkbased research for product family evolution can be found in the works applying complex network
theory.

2.5.1

Dynamic Modeling Frameworks for Product Family Evolution
One of the critical factors that can directly affect the generation and degeneration of

products in a product family is technological change. With technology improvement, new functions
and components are added to previous platforms and architectures to upgrade existing product
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families. On the other hand, product platforms and architectures which are not entirely compatible
with new technologies become obsolete. Xu et al. (2008) developed a framework to estimate the
evolution of a product family architecture based on the directed evolution of theory of inventive
problem solving (TRIZ). Directed evolution is an extended version of TRIZ technological
forecasting, using predetermined patterns of technology evolution within the TRIZ methodology
to identify new ideas or changes on products or processes for their next generations (Zlotin and
Zusman, 2004; Zlotin et al., 2011). Xu et al. (2008) focused on the pattern of evolution toward
increased involvement of resources and one of its actions, resource combination, to explain the
relationships forming among components and modules during the evolution of a product family
architecture. They considered a product family architecture as a weighted and directed network:
each node is a component or module, and each directed edge indicates a subordinate relationship
between nodes. A weight is assigned to an edge by counting the number of superior components
connecting to subordinates. Then, the conjunction coefficient is used to represent the
modularization property of a product family architecture (Equation 1). If the conjunction coefficient
value drops down below an acceptable level, it indicates that the product family architecture has a
low modularization level and needs to be redesigned.
𝑘

𝑛𝑗

𝑅(𝑆, 𝐸) = ∑ ∏
𝑗=1 𝑖=1

𝑁𝑖,𝑖+1
𝑁𝑖

(1)

where R(S, E) = the conjunction coefficient between two components S and E, k = the number of
simple paths between S and component E, nj = the total number of nodes in the jth simple path,
Ni = the usage times of i parent node, and Ni, i+1 = the usage times of i’s child node (i+1) given the
usage of its parent node i.
Liu and Özer (2009) developed a decision framework to manage a generational product
family under stochastic technological changes. This model is to identify the relationship among
product replacement cost, product profitability, and technology evolution. In the model, technology
evolution follows a continuous-time Markov process to represent the transition probabilities among
technology states, which indicate the probabilities of the increase in technology performance during
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technology transitions, and an independent time homogeneous Poisson process to describe the
arrival of a new technology. The Markov process model reflects the fixed replacement cost
occurring during each transition to a new product and the profit rate of a product determined by the
performance gap between its current embedded technology and the latest technology available in
the market. For the situation in the acceleration of technology evolution, the decision framework
introduces a threshold-based product replacement policy, describing a product replacement only
when the performance gap is above a threshold; the policy ensures taking the latest technology for
a new product and a maximum profit in a company. The model results show that a firm should take
drivers such as platform-based design and flexible manufacturing that can decrease product
replacement costs rather than shorten the interval time of product replacement to rapidly reflect the
fast pace of technology evolution. Liu and Özer (2009) further built a multinomial logit model that
gauge customers’ preferences in the situation where an innovative leader realizes technology
evolution and a follower should determine the timing and price for a product replacement with the
new technology introduced by the leader. Through numerical examples the model shows that the
leader can hinder the follower’s profit gained from its product replacement by taking strategies to
increase the product replacement cost of the follower. Also, it confirms that the follower should try
to reduce the product replacement cost when the leader accelerates technological innovations.
Considering that product family architectures dynamically evolve to meet new customer
needs, Shao et al. (2012) analyzed the evolution process of a product family architecture at the
component level and proposed the concept of a structure semantic unit (SSU) to analyze the
evolution of components on a product family architecture. They represented a product family
architecture as a tree network having components as nodes and their functional subordination as
edges (See Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Product Family Architecture (Shao et al., 2012)

Nodes with solid edges form the main structure of a product family realizing basic
functions of all products, and those with dotted edges indicate the variant structure of a product
family providing specific functions to satisfy individual needs. Although the main structure of a
product family architecture is hardly changed due to the integrity of each product’s features, the
properties and configurations of components can be updated, replaced, and removed with a certain
range of design parameters for customization. Thus, the topology of a product family architecture
can be locally changed according to the changes in components. This leads to the evolution of a
product family architecture. Figure 11 shows that the main structure of a product family is evolved
by removing, adding, and replacing existing components.

Figure 11. Evolution of Product Family Architecture (Shao et al., 2012)
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Shao et al. (2012) used the concept of structure semantic to assign inherent structural and
assembly information to each component. Each component is considered as a structure semantic
unit (See Figure 12). Then, a product family architecture is synchronously updated according to the
structure semantic information whenever a structure semantic unit (SSU) is removed, added, and
replaced.

Figure 12. Structure Semantic Unit (Shao et al., 2012)

To determine which component should be deleted, added, or replaced, they considered two
types of component analyses: 1) consumption analysis to add or remove a component depending
on its consumption level (See Equation 2) and 2) similarity analysis to replace an existing
component to a new one (See Equation 3). A new part having a consumption quantity level (Q)
above a threshold value (ε) is expected be added, and an existing part with lower Q is removed.
Similarly, a new component with proper Q (Q> ε) is added or replaces an existing component only
when Degree of Similarity (DS) between the new and old part is greater than a threshold (δ).
𝐿

𝑀𝑗 𝑁 𝑘

Q = ∑(∑ ∏ 𝜔𝑖𝑗𝑘,𝑖𝑗(𝑘+1) )

(2)

𝑖=1 𝑗=1 𝑘=1

where L = the number of product family members, 𝑀𝑗 = the number of simple paths in the jth
product, 𝑁𝑘 = the number of nodes of the kth simple path in the jth product, and 𝜔𝑖𝑗𝑘,𝑖𝑗(𝑘+1) = the
weight on an edge between the kth and the (k+1)th node in the jth path of the ith product.
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𝑛

n
DS =
∑ 𝜔𝑖 𝑎(𝑚𝑖 )
𝑘+𝑙−𝑚

(3)

𝑖=1

where k = the number of design variables in structure semantic unit A, l = the number of design
variables in structure semantic unit B, n = the number of similar variables between A and B, 𝜔 =
the weight of 𝑎(𝑚𝑖 ), and 𝑎(𝑚𝑖 ) = the value of the ith similar variable mi between A and B.

2.5.1

Evolving Product Family Networks
Recent studies consider a product family as a complex network and deal with the

evolutionary properties of a product family through complex network theory. The concept of
complex network has been widely applied to the fields of social, biological, and technological areas
where relationships or interactions between entities form large-scale networks (Newman, 2010).
The following subsections introduce the concepts and models for complex networks and how the
network theory has been applied to explain the evolution of a product family in extant literature.

Complex Networks
Networks having the characteristics of a nonlinear system are referred to as complex
networks. Many researchers have put forth efforts to generalize existing complex networks in real
world into a network model. It is possible to predict topological growth and variation over time in
real networks if a network model can reflect characteristics of real networks. Thus, it is a basic but
critical step to analyze existing complex networks. There are three important network models:
random networks, small-world networks, and scale-free networks (Albert and Barabási, 2002; Cui
et al., 2010).
• Random Networks: This network model was developed by Erdos and Rényi (1960). Erdos and
Rényi (1960) set a network having the fixed number of nodes and connected any pair of nodes
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with a probability p. They found that the degree distribution of the network follows a Poisson
distribution.
• Small-World Networks: Watts and Strogatz (1998) found that an initial regular ring lattice
model having fixed N vertices and E edges is changed into a random network as the random
probability p for connecting links between two nodes increases from 0 to 1 (See Figure 13).
Then, small-world networks appear when the probability is greater than 0 and less than 1 (0< p
<1). Small-world networks share the following common characteristics (Albert and Barabási,
2002): 1) small average path length, 2) high-clustering coefficient.

Figure 13. Small World Network (Watts and Strogatz, 1998)

• Scale-Free Networks: A scale-free network model built by Barabási and Albert (1999), the BA
model, has a distinct characteristic of growth over time in a network. This characteristic is quite
different from the earlier two models with the fixed number of nodes and edges, and the scalefree network model better reflects dynamic variations of complex networks in real world. A
scale-free network has two main concepts (Barabási and Albert, 1999): 1) growth and 2)
preferential attachment. A scale-free network can grow over time since new nodes can enter the
network. New nodes are likely to be attached to existing nodes in the network having more edges
compared to other nodes. This preference of new nodes is called as “preferential attachment”
and described as the probability that is equal to the ratio of the number of links of node i to the
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total number of links. In a scale-free network, the degree distribution follows a power-law
function (p = k-r, where k is node degree) (Barabási and Albert, 1999).
Figure 14 summarizes the degree distributions of the above three network models
(Thadakamaila et al., 2004; Cui et al., 2010). A small-world network has a similar distribution
shape with a random network since a small-world network can be a random network if the linkage
probability becomes 1. Also, the degree distribution of a small-world network shows that there
exist relatively many nodes having a specific node degree value. The power law distribution of a
scale-free network indicates that a few nodes are likely to be linked with many other nodes by
playing a role of hubs. Many real-world networks are known that they share the properties of smallworld and scale-free networks.

Figure 14. Comparison of Network Models (Cui et al., 2010)

Approaches to Complex Network for Product Family Evolution
Network theory can be applied to investigate the underlying properties and behaviors of a
product family structure since a product family can be considered as a complex system involving
various subsystems and components. For example, a car manufacturer often has several classes of
vehicle lines (e.g., A-Class, C-Class). Each vehicle line can be divided into different vehicle
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categories (e.g., passenger car, freight vehicle). Even each vehicle can be composed of many
different modules and parts (Reiser and Weber, 2006). A product family tends to have a complex
structure since various customer needs and technological options necessarily affect its structure.
From this point of view, product families have been investigated through network theory
to effectively model dynamic processes on their structures. Liu et al. (2006) proposed a complex
network model for a steam turbine product family to establish the underlying rules of structural
relationships between parts in the product family. They represented the turbine product family as a
directed acyclic network: parent parts and their child parts are represented as nodes, edges are
directed from parent nodes to child nodes, and each edge is weighted by the quantity of a child part
needed for its parent part. Using a product family network, they revealed that its in-degree
distribution, which indicates the distribution of the degrees of nodes with in-going edges, follows
a power-law function. Stating that the product family network has the characteristics of a scale-free
network (i.e., network growth and preferential attachment) from the facts that the network grows
due to addition of new products and a new product tends to use existing components for direct and
indirect cost reduction. Liu et al. (2006) set in-degree evolving rules as follows: 1) the network
starts with initial mo nodes, and each node has initial attractiveness A, 2) one new node with initial
attractiveness A and m new edges are created at each time step. The evolving rules are applied to
the preferential attachment rule (See Equation 4), and then the differential equation of in-degree is
obtained as seen in Equation 5.
∏(𝑘𝑖 ) =

𝑘𝑖
∑𝑗 𝑘𝑗

(4)

where ki = the degree of node i and ∑𝑗 𝑘𝑗 = the sum of the degrees of all nodes.
∂𝑘𝑖
𝑘𝑖 + 𝐴
𝑘𝑖 + 𝐴
=𝑚
=𝑚
∑𝑗 𝑘𝑗
(𝑚 + 𝐴)𝑡
∂𝑡

(5)

where ki = in-degree of node i, A = initial attractiveness (constant value), m= the number of new
edges, and t = time.
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From the transformation and approximation of Equation 6, Liu et al. (2006) proved that the indegree distribution of the product family network following the evolution rules becomes a powerlaw function. Also, they found that the number of products and the number of part types are in a
linear relationship, estimating the increasing amount in the volume of parts from the increasing
amount of the in-degree of parts through the in-degree evolving rules.
𝑃(𝑘) ≈

𝑚 + 𝐴 1+ 𝐴 −2− 𝐴
𝐴 1+ 𝐴
𝑚 = (1 + ) 𝐴 𝑚 𝑘 −𝑟
𝐴 𝑚𝑘
𝐴
𝑚

(6)

where r = 2 + A/m.
Liu et al. (2008) supplemented the previous study of Liu et al. (2006) by additionally
considering the out-degree of the nodes in the part relation network. Showing that the out-degree
distribution of the network is deviated from a power-law due to a limited variety of child parts in
practice (see Figure 15), they considered the evolution rule of the out-degree as seen in Equation 7.
∂Oi
𝑚
1 𝑎
=
( )
𝜕𝑡
𝑚0 + 𝑡 𝑂𝑖
where Oi = the out-degree of the node i.

Figure 15. Degree Distributions of Part Relation Network (Liu et al., 2008)

(7)
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In contrast to the theoretical derivation of the in-degree distribution (Liu et al., 2006), Liu
et al. (2008) conducted a numerical simulation to derive the probability density P(O) of the outdegrees according to the defined out-degree evolution rule. Their simulation shows that the
evolution rule for the out-degree results in an approximate distribution pattern to the actual outdegree distribution.
Sui and Zhong (2008) also examined the evolving rules of a part relation network with
respect to its in-degree and out-degree based on the scale-free network model. Basically, their
approach to an evolving part relations network is in line with Liu et al. (2008); they considered a
network for the relationships among product parts in a product family as a directed and weighted
network. However, Sui and Zhong (2008) assumed that new nodes arrive to the network with a
Poisson distribution, different from the equal time intervals between nodes in the BA network
model. The evolving network model of Sui and Zhong (2008) follows growth and preferential
attachment for a scale-free network.
•

Growth: A small number of nodes (m0) initially exist in a network. New nodes are generated
by a Poisson process with the parameter λ, and m (≤m0) edges of a new node are attached to
the existing nodes. The number of in-edges and that of out-edges respectively follow B(m, q)
and B(m, 1-q) (0<q<1).

•

Preferential Attachment: If a new node is a starting node where edges depart, the preferential
attachment probability of the new node to node i depends on the in-degree of node i (See
Equation 8). On the other hand, the preferential attachment probability of a new node is
determined by the out-degree of node i if the new node is an end node where edges arrive (See
Equation 9).
∏(𝐼𝑖 ) =

𝑝1 𝐼𝑖 + 1 − 𝑝1
∑𝑖(𝑝1 𝐼𝑖 + 1 − 𝑝1 )

(8)

where Ii = the in-degree of node i at time t, p1 = the probability that a new node will be preferentially
attached, and 1- p1 = the probability that a new node will be randomly attached.
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∏(𝑂𝑖 ) =

𝑝2 𝑂𝑖 + 1 − 𝑝2
∑𝑖(𝑝2 𝑂𝑖 + 1 − 𝑝2 )

(9)

where Oi = the out-degree of node i at time t, p2 = the probability that a new node will be
preferentially attached, 1- p2 = the probability that a new node will be randomly attached.
From the preferential attachment equations for in-degree and out-degree, Sui and Zhong
(2008) concluded that the in-degree and out-degree distributions of a part relation network follow
power law functions (See Equations 10 and 11), and those distributions are independent with the
arrival process of nodes.
𝛾𝑖𝑛 = 1 +

1
1 − 𝑝1
+
1 − 𝑞 (1 − 𝑞)𝑚𝑝1

(10)

where 𝛾𝑖𝑛 = the exponent of the power law function for an in-degree distribution.
𝛾𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 1 +

1 1 − 𝑝2
+
𝑞 𝑞𝑝2 𝑚

(11)

where 𝛾𝑜𝑢𝑡 = the exponent of the power law function for an out-degree distribution.
The recent network-based approaches to product family evolution effectively represent the
complex structure associated with the evolution process of a product family. Beyond the previous
conceptual characterization and static modeling approaches to continuous changes in product
family structure, the evolving properties and dynamic modeling, which have been investigated for
many different types of complex networks (Newman, 2010), could be applied to identify and
estimate underlying behaviors occurring on the process of product family evolution. In considering
that product family design is not stationary, product family evolution based on network science
gives an opportunity to more closely understand the dynamic nature of product family design and
development.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
This chapter illustrates principal steps to analyze the evolutionary properties of a product
family architecture and to model changing behaviors of a product family architecture across
generations and time periods. The methodology for this research is primarily based on a network
science approach, that can be an effective tool to analyze the characteristics of a product family
since any product family having complex structure can be represented as a simplified form of a
network. Underlying patterns and properties on the configurational structure can be easily extracted
through network measures and network motifs. Moreover, a network model can effectively
simulate the future configuration of a product family architecture by reflecting the characteristics
on product family evolution. This chapter is based on the preliminary works in Park and Okudan
Kremer (2014a) and Park and Okudan Kremer (2014b).

3.1 Characterization of Product Family Evolution
In this phase, a product family architecture to describe product family design structure is
represented as a network to identify its topological characteristics. Then, a product family network
is investigated to observe whether the network is in line with existing network models (e.g., the
small-world network model and the scale-free network model) and with topological patterns, that
have been verified in many different types of real-world networks.
There are three main steps performed in this phase as illustrated in Figure 16: 1)
representation of product family networks, 2) analysis of network properties, and 3) identification
of evolution patterns. The way of depicting a product family structure as a network is determined
at the first step. Based on the network representation for a product family in each time period, all
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networks derived from the previous step are analyzed to identify their structural properties for the
next step. This step reveals whether the product family networks have similar properties to the other
real networks. Finally, significant network motifs (sub-graphs) in the product family networks are
extracted to infer their roles. The observed motifs would give information about modular patterns
in the product family networks, and their changes would indicate evolutionary patterns during the
whole-time span.

Figure 16. Main Steps and Tasks for Characterization of Product Family Evolution
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3.1.1

Representation of Product Family Networks
The underlying structure forming a product family architecture is needed to be properly

converted into a network. Since a product family is a set of products rather than a single product,
interrelations among components in individual products within a product family should be
represented in a network. For the network representation of a product family structure, product
platform and architecture information embedded in the product family structure is considered to
contain relationships among components as well as common elements shared by a product family.
Nodes in a product family network are defined as components which are used in the product
variants of a product family. From the aspect of the architecture of a product family, components
in a product family can be categorized into two types: common base and differentiation enabler
(Du et al., 2001). The common base indicates the components that are shared and provide the same
functional features within a product family. On the other hand, the differential enabler refers to the
specific and unique components that make product variants have different features. In accordance
with the roles of components in a product family, nodes are categorized into common components
and variant components to reflect the functional types of components in a network (See Figure 17).

Figure 17. Example of Node and Edge Representation

Edges in a product family network indicate structural interactions to describe physical
relationships between components. In a product family network, solid edges represent physical
interdependencies between components in a product. This type of regular edges is defined as
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structural connection edge in a product family network. Components connected with these edges
indicate that they are physically connected/related in the same product variant. Additionally,
inhibitory edges to describe negative structural relationships between the components of different
product variants are considered when one component provides the same but different level of
functionality from another component. This type of edges is called functional scale-leveraging
inhibitory edge in a product family network. These edges indicate the scale variation and noncoexistence of the components connected with the edges. Since functional scale-leveraging
inhibitory edges connect the components having the same functionality but different performance,
this type of edges typically describes the situation where a component in one product variant is
upgraded or downgraded in another product variant. Thus, it is assumed that components connected
with this type of edges are not compatible to exist together in the same product. The edge types
used in a product family network are illustrated in Table 3.
Table 3. Edge Types in a Product Family Network

Type
Structural connection edge

Functional scale-leveraging
inhibitory edge

Form

Description
A and B provide different
functions and they are connected
to share the same interface.
A and B provide the same
function but different
performance. They cannot coexist in the same product.

Based on the above definitions of nodes and edges, a product family network is built by
merging the individual networks of product variants. Figure 18 shows an example of creating a
product family network. Let us assume that a product family consists of two product variants: A
and B. Their individual product networks are constructed with the types of nodes (i.e., common
and variant nodes) as shown in Figure 18a. The common components (i.e., C1, C2, and C3) shared
by the product variants can be inferred as common components on the product platform of the
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product family. Then, a product family network is constructed by incorporating those two product
networks as described in Figure 18b. C5 is a functionally upgraded component from C4, so a
functional scale-leveraging inhibitory edge connects C4 and C5 in the product family network.
Also, a functional scale-leveraging inhibitory edge between C6 and C7 is drawn since C6 in product
A is downgraded from C7 in product B.

Figure 18. Construction Process of a Product Family Network

Design Structure Matrix (DSM) (Eppinger, 1994) can be a useful tool to build a product
family network. As mentioned in Section 2.2, DSM has been widely employed in the product and
engineering design areas to represent relationships between design elements such as components
in a product and tasks in a design process (Steward, 1981; Eppinger, 1994). A basic DSM has the
same form and principle as an adjacency matrix in network theory for the matrix representation of
a network. In a DSM, element (i, j) in a n by n matrix can have either 0 or 1. The value 1 indicates
node i is connected to node j and 0 means no connection (See Equation 12 and Figure 19).

1 𝑖𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑛 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑖 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑡𝑜 𝑗 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝐷𝑖𝑗 = {
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(12)
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Figure 19. Design Structure Matrix Representation

The DSM method is useful to represent a network for a single product, but it cannot be
directly used for a product family. Also, it does not provide the information of the component types
(i.e., the common and variant components). As the way to construct a product family network, the
following process shown in Figure 20 is proposed to assist the creation of a product family network
from individual product networks.
For the first step, DSMs for individual product family members and component types are
identified. In Figure 20a, two separate DSMs are created for the same example shown in Figure 18.
Component types are determined from the component membership matrix, which shows the type
and associated products of each component. If components are shared by all product variants (e.g.,
C1, C2, and C3), these components become common components configuring a common platform.
Other components are considered as variant components (e.g., C4, …, C8) realizing distinguished
features on product members. The step of Figure 20a can be formulated as shown below.
Let 𝑃𝐹 = {𝑝1 , ⋯ , 𝑝𝑛 } be a set of products representing a product family and 𝐶 = {𝑐1 , ⋯ , 𝑐𝑚 } be
a set of components appearing in PF. Let 𝐶𝑝 (𝐶𝑝 ∈ 𝐶) denote a set of components used in a
product 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃𝐹. Then, a DSM (D) of a product p is:
𝐷𝑖𝑗 (𝑝) = {
where 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐶𝑝 .

1 𝑖𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑖 𝑡𝑜 𝑗
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(13)
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Let 𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∈ 𝐶 be a set of common components, 𝐶𝑉𝐶 ∈ 𝐶 be a set of variant components, and 𝐶𝑆𝐶 ∈
𝐶𝑉𝐶 be a set of partly shared components in a product family. The type of components within a
product family is determined by
𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝐶𝑝1 ∩ 𝐶𝑝2 ∩ ⋯ ∩ 𝐶𝑝𝑛
𝐶𝑉𝐶 = 𝐶 − 𝐶𝐶𝐶
𝐶𝑆𝐶 = {(𝐶𝑝1 ∩ 𝐶𝑝2 ) ∪ ⋯ ∪ (𝐶𝑝1 ∩ 𝐶𝑝𝑛 ) ∪ ⋯ ∪ (𝐶𝑝𝑛−1 ∩ 𝐶𝑝𝑛 )} − 𝐶𝐶𝐶
where 𝐶𝑝𝑛 ≠ ∅, 𝐶𝑝1 ≠ ⋯ ≠ 𝐶𝑝𝑛 .

Figure 20. Product Family Network Representation Based on DSM

(14)
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Next, a new DSM considering all variant components in a product family is generated to
especially check relationships between variant components in all product family members.
Elements with respect to physical connections in the DSM have the same values (=1) as those in
the individual product DSMs. For negative structural relationships between variant components, if
any pair of two variant components in different products is in a functional scale-leveraging
relationship, then -1 is assigned to the element in the DSM. For example, C5 is assumed as the
upgraded component of C4, so -1 is assigned to the C4-C5 element in the DSM in Figure 20b. This
step is described as follows:
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑖 𝑡𝑜 𝑗
𝐷𝑖𝑗 (𝑉𝐶) = { −1 𝑖𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑖𝑛ℎ𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑖 𝑡𝑜 𝑗
0
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
where 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐶𝑉𝐶 .

(15)

At the final stage, a DSM to represent a product family network is created by merging the
DSMs generated in the previous steps. The construction of the DSM for a product family follows:
• An empty matrix (D) for all components appearing in a product family is generated to make
a DSM for a product family Dij(PF).
• The same elements in individual D(pn) are incorporated by the OR logic to fill in the same
elements of the product family Dij(PF). 𝐃(𝑉𝐶) is also merged into D(PF) through the same
way with OR logic.
The above procedure can be also formulated as follows. Let 𝐷𝑆𝑀 = {𝐃(𝑝1 ), 𝐃(𝑝2 ), ⋯ , 𝐃(𝑝𝑛 )} be
the DSMs of product family members and D(VC) denote a DSM between variant components.
Then, the DSM of the product family D(PF) can be constructed by:
𝐷𝑖𝑗 (𝑃𝐹) = 𝐷𝑖𝑝1 𝑗𝑝1 (𝑝1 ) ∪ 𝐷𝑖𝑝2 𝑗𝑝2 (𝑝2 ) ∪ ⋯ ∪ 𝐷𝑖𝑝

𝑗
𝑛 𝑝𝑛

(𝑝𝑛 ) ∪ 𝐷𝑖

𝑗

𝑉𝐶 𝑉𝐶

(𝑉𝐶)

(16)

where, 𝑖𝑝𝑛 , 𝑗𝑝𝑛 ∈ 𝐶𝑝𝑛 and 𝑖𝑉𝐶 , 𝑗𝑉𝐶 ∈ 𝐶𝑉𝐶 .
Based on the above process, a case study is performed to represent product families,
categorized into the same product type and released in different time periods, into product family
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networks. Then, a product family network in each time period is analyzed to identify the network
properties of each product family network at the next step.

3.1.2

Analysis of Network Properties
After building a product family network, the properties of the network are analyzed by

network measures. Objective information about the network structure can be obtained by network
measures since they can quantify the topological characteristics of networks. The main network
measures that can characterize large-scale networks are listed in Table 4 (Cui et al., 2010; Newman,
2010).
Table 4. Major Network Measures (Cui et al., 2010; Newman, 2010)
Parameters
Node Degree

Description
the number of links
connecting the node to its
neighbors

Equation (For Undirected Network)
𝑛

𝑘𝑖 = ∑ 𝐴𝑖𝑗
𝑗=1

1, 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑖 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑗 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝐴𝑖𝑗 = {
0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
*Average node degree:

𝑛

1
< 𝑘 >= ∑ 𝑘𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑛 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠
Degree
Distribution

the probability distribution
of the degree of each node
in the network

Average Path
Length

the average value of
shortest distance between
any pair of nodes in the
network
the local transitivity in the
network

Clustering
Coefficient

𝑛𝑘
𝑛
𝑛𝑘 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑘 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒
𝑃(𝑘) =

< 𝑙 >=

2
∑ 𝑑𝑖𝑗
𝑛(𝑛 − 1)
𝑖≠𝑗

𝑑𝑖𝑗 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑖 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑗
2𝑛𝑖
𝑘𝑖 (𝑘𝑖 − 1)
𝑛𝑖 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑡𝑜 𝑖
𝐶𝑖 =

*Average clustering coefficient:
𝑛
1
𝐶 = ∑ 𝐶𝑖 (𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖; 𝑘𝑖 > 1)
𝑛
𝑖=1

In real networks, it has been identified that there are certain properties shared by different
types of networks regardless of their origins and functions (Albert and Barabási, 2000, 2002). The
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first common property is that the degree distribution of numerous large-scale networks follows a
power-law function, which is shown in Equation 17.
𝑃(𝑘)~𝑘 −𝑟

(17)

This kind of networks is described as scale-free (Barabási and Albert, 1999). Figure 21 shows the
examples of the real networks having a power-law degree distribution.

Figure 21. Power-Law Degree Distribution of Real Networks (Albert and Barabási, 2002)

The second common property is that the average distance between any pair of nodes logarithmically
scales with the number of nodes (Albert and Barabási, 2002). Figure 22a shows that real networks
are approximately close to this theoretical estimation through their equivalent random networks in
Equation 18 (See the dashed line in Figure 22a). The last common property is that the clustering
coefficient is in proportion to the average node degree and does not depend on the network size
(Watts and Strogatz, 1998) as shown in Equation 19 and Figure 22b.
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𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑁
(18)
𝑙𝑜𝑔(< 𝑘 >)
where N = the number of nodes, <l> = average distance, and <k> = average node degree.
<𝑙 >≈

𝐶 ∝<𝑘 >
where C = clustering coefficient and <k> = average node degree.

(19)

Figure 22. Average Distance and Clustering Coefficient in Networks (Albert and Barabási, 2002)

Based on the above common properties in real networks, this research step investigates the
supporting research statements S1-1 and S1-2 of the primary research statement S1. For S1-1, a
product family network in each time period is investigated whether the common properties in real
networks exist. Then, S1-2 is examined to confirm that these properties are maintained in different
time periods.

3.1.3

Identification of Evolution Patterns
In this step, significant network motifs extracted in the product family network of each

time period are extracted to identify evolution patterns. A subset of nodes and edges connecting to
each other is called a subgraph. That is, subgraphs are local graphs found in an original network.
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The simple examples of subgraphs are 1) tree – a subgraph with no circuit, having N nodes and N1 edges, 2) cycle – a circuit where nodes are revisited, having N nodes and N edges, and 3) clique
– a completely connected subgraph, having N nodes and N(N-1)/2 edges. In a random network with
N nodes and the connection probability 𝑁 𝑧 (−∞ ≤ 𝑧 ≤ 0), the lager order of complete subgraphs
appear more frequently as z increases to 0 as seen in Figure 23 (Albert and Barabási, 2002).

Figure 23. Subgraph Occurrence in a Random Network (Albert and Barabási, 2002)

Frequently observed subgraphs in networks are called network motifs. Motifs are defined
as certain patterns in a network significantly recurring than those in equivalent random networks
(Shen-Orr et al., 2002). Several types of network motifs are significantly found in various types of
real networks (Milo et al., 2002; Yeang et al., 2012). These network motifs are listed in Figure 24.

Figure 24. Significant Network Motifs in Real Networks
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Network motifs indicate specific behaviors or rules governing networks (Milo et al., 2002).
For example, bi-parallels in food webs infer that two species becoming prey of one predator share
the same prey. Similarly, there might be distinct network motifs significantly observed in a product
family network. The research statement S1-3 is examined to identify underlying patterns in the
product family network of each time period.
Evolution patterns are demonstrated by statistically analyzing frequencies and forms of
network motifs in a product family network at each time period. For this, the frequency of each
network motif obtained in each product family network is compared to that in a randomized
network. This will show whether the motifs are statistically significant or not.

3.2 Modeling of Product Family Evolution
A dynamic network model is built to estimate configurational changes in a product family
architecture, based on the research statements under S2 in Chapter 1. The previous models of
product family development mainly depended on static design parameters and certain design
circumstances; thus, they aimed to find an optimal solution under a static design environment.
However, the architecture of a product family is not fixed but rather dynamic; it continuously
changes to respond to requirements imposed by new technologies, customer needs, and market
conditions. Corresponding to the dynamic design environment, the variety of product variants in a
product family fundamentally changes over time. This adaptive process of a product family is
considered as product family evolution. The main objective of modeling the product family
evolution is how variety generation mechanisms resulting from the dynamic product environment
can be realized in a product family architecture. The following sections discuss how a product
family network can be modeled to achieve this goal.
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3.2.1

Product Variant Generation
The core part of product family dynamics is the change in product variety within a product

family. Product variants in a product family are designed to effectively satisfy a wide variety of
options for customer needs, marketing strategies, technological innovations. As discussed in
Section 2.4, product platforms are leveraged to target different market niches and customer needs.
Consequently, product variants are generated from their product platform to meet those various
requirements. There are basic mechanisms to generate product variants to respond to the changes
in customer needs and markets (Du et al., 2001): 1) attaching / removing and 2) scaling / swapping.
•

Attaching / Removing: a new product variant is created by adding new components or
removing existing components in the product family network architecture.

•

Scaling / Swapping: If an operational parameter of a component in a current variant can be
varied (scaling), the component can be changed to a new component (swapping) to generate a
new variant providing different performance from the current variant.
A specific component providing additional functions can be added on a product platform

to generate a new product variant. On the other hand, a particular component with certain functions
can be removed to pursue a simplified product design when the component is not crucial for
particular customer groups. Figure 25 shows the attaching and removing mechanisms in a product
family network. Let us assume that initially Variant 1 consists of CC (Common Component) and
VC1 (Variant Component 1). If VC2 (Variant Component 2) can be added on CC to generate any
possible variants (Variant 1 = {CC, VC1}, Variant 2 = {CC, VC2}, and Variant 3 = {CC, VC1,
VC2}), then the product family network for these variants is constructed as illustrated in Figure
25b. On the other hand, VC1 in Figure 25b can be removed from the product family architecture to
eliminate Variant 1 and 3 in the product family.
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Figure 25. Attaching and Removing in a Product Family Network

Swapping is a combination of the removing and attaching mechanisms and involves scaling.
This variety generation mechanism usually happens to satisfy different performance requirements
for the same function within a product family. The different performance levels for the same
function are realized by the scaling of a component if the certain operational parameter of the
component can be changed to obtain different performance. Under the swapping mechanism, a new
product variant can be created by replacing specific components into alternative components
having the same function but different performance. The scaling and swapping mechanisms are
illustrated in Figure 26. Let us define Variant 1 as an original product consisting of CC (Common
Component), VC1 (Variant Component 1), and VC2 (Variant Component 2) in a product family.
If VC2 can be scaled up to be VC3, then the swapping mechanism can occur on the product family
network to form a new variant consisting of CC, VC1, and VC3.
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Figure 26. Scaling and Swapping in a Product Family Network

The above mechanisms might occur separately or simultaneously to generate new product
variants at a certain time period, depending on platform leveraging strategies. Paying attention to
the variant generation mechanisms, a product family evolution model is proposed in the next
section.

3.2.2

Product Family Evolution Model
In this section, the dynamic evolution process of a product family is modeled to estimate

how a product family network changes under different platform strategies and a given product
environment. The proposed model is based on the application of the fitness model (Bianconi, 2001)
for a product family network. The basic idea of the fitness model is that elements (nodes) in a
system have intrinsic values (fitness) to compete for gaining edges. The basic structure,
assumptions, and logic for the product family evolution model are specified below.
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1) Basic structure
The product family network in this model is an undirected network as employed in Section
3.1. Nodes follow the two types (i.e., common component and variant component) as defined for a
product family network. For edges, structural connection edges and functional scale-leveraging
inhibitory edges are considered for the evolution model. The generation of all possible product
variants resulting from the attachment of new components to a current product family network is
assumed in the evolution process. That is, nodes in a product family network are not degenerated
over time, and it is assumed that old and new product variants are maintained over time.

Figure 27. Overview of Product Family Evolution Model

The conceptual overview of the product family evolution model is illustrated in Figure 27.
The model starts with an initial product family network only consisting of common components at
time 0. This initial network indicates a common platform, and it is fixed over time. At the beginning
of each time step, an evolution mode is selected to determine a variant generation mechanism
during the time period. There are three evolution modes (i.e., horizontal leveraging, vertical
leveraging, and beachhead leveraging), which correspond to platform leveraging strategies (Meyer,
1997). Afterwards, possible new variant component options, corresponding to the determined
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leveraging strategy, are selected by a mixed-strategy game of involuntary altruism with N
competitors (Baldwin and Clark, 2006). This game represents that a mixed-strategy equilibrium
exists with a probability that any one competitor develops the new component. New variant
components only with high probability are considered to enter the evolution process of a product
family. Lastly, a final product family network is construed at time t by connecting the selected new
nodes to current nodes in a product family network. This activity is performed through the fitness
model (Bianconi, 2001). Depending on the evolution mode chosen at the beginning of each time
step, the process to wire current nodes and new nodes becomes varied. The detailed information
about the product family evolution model is specified below.

1) Initialization
The model starts with connected common component nodes at time 0. This indicates that
the product family network initiates its evolution process only with a common product platform at
the beginning. This initial network representing a common platform can be built by referencing the
basic structure of a certain product platform. At the initialization stage of time 0, it is assumed that
a company only holds one fixed common platform over time which can be flexibly leveraged by
its platform leveraging strategies.
In the beginning of each time step, the product family network chooses one of three
evolution modes determined by the platform leveraging strategy selected at the beginning of the
time step. There are three platform-leveraging strategies: 1) horizontal leveraging, 2) vertical
leveraging, and 3) beachhead leveraging. It is assumed that the evolution modes represented by the
leveraging strategies have probability values likely to be implemented (i.e., horizontal leveraging
= Ph, vertical leveraging = Pv, beachhead leveraging = Ph), and the sum of all probabilities is 1 (Ph
+ Pv + Pb = 1).
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The probability of each platform strategy depends on a company’s business and marketing
plan. Each platform strategy is linked to its corresponding variant generation mechanism:
horizontal leveraging – attaching, vertical leveraging – swapping/scaling, and beachhead
leveraging – attaching or/and swapping / scaling. If the evolution mode is horizontal leveraging or
vertical leveraging, then all new components are related to the evolution mode that has either the
attaching mechanism or the swapping/scaling mechanism. In the beachhead leveraging mode, each
of new components selectively follows its variant generation mechanism. Thus, which variant
generation mechanism (horizontal leveraging or vertical leveraging) governs each new component
is independently determined by the relative weights of Ph and Pv. In other words, each of n new
components has Ph / (Ph + Pv) to be a component for horizontal leveraging and Pv / (Ph + Pv) to be a
component for vertical leveraging if the beachhead evolution mode with Pb is selected.

2) Selection of New Variant Components
After setting an evolution mode at the beginning of each time step, m new variant
component nodes are accepted to a product family network. To describe the selection of new variant
components, the game of involuntary altruism, developed by Baldwin and Clark (2006), is
employed. The involuntary altruism game is based on the private provision of public goods, which
indicates that each player’s contribution to gain a benefit can result in benefits to others. Baldwin
and Clark (2006) employed the game theory model to find a mixed-equilibrium in open source
software development, where it is assumed that non-developers can freely ride on a developer’s
effort. In a physical product development environment, although not exactly the same, we can often
observe similar situations where one’s effort can be distributed and shared by other competitors.
For example, one market-leading company firstly uses some components with new technologies,
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but competitors benchmark the leader soon not to fall behind the leader and to gain the benefits
from the new components.
The basic application of the involuntary altruism game for variant selection can be
considered as a two-competitor game. Consider that there are n independent variant components
(m = 1, …, n) in a market that are likely to be developed by two competitors (C1 and C2). These
variant components are assumed that they are possible new components reflecting a selected
platform leveraging strategy, new customer needs, or new technologies. For each component, two
competitors indifferently decide whether they contribute to work on it. The normal form of the
game is illustrated in Table 5. The development value of each component is vm, and the
development cost of each component is cm. The value is assumed to be always greater than the cost,
so the expected payoff of each competitor becomes vm - cm. The value of each component in a
competitor does not decrease regardless of whether to develop the component or not. That is, even
if only one develops the component and the other does not, the non-developer can obtain the value
of the component v without investing the development cost.
Table 5. Normal Form of Involuntary Altruism Game for Component Development

C2

C1

Not Develop
m component
(1 − 𝛼𝑚 )
Develop
m component
(𝛼𝑚 )

Not Develop
m component
(1 − 𝛼𝑚 )

Develop
m component
(𝛼𝑚 )

0,0

vm, vm – cm

vm – cm, vm

vm – cm, vm – cm

Under these conditions, whether each component is developed or not is determined by the
two competitors’ mixed strategy game. The mixed-strategy equilibrium of the game corresponds
to the probability 𝛼𝑚 that each developer works on a component m. The probability 𝛼𝑚 can be
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obtained by formularizing that the expected utility values of developing and not developing a
component m are equal to one another (Equation 20).
𝛼𝑚 × 𝑣𝑚 = (1 − 𝛼𝑚 )× (𝑣𝑚 − 𝑐𝑚 ) + 𝛼𝑚 × (𝑣𝑚 − 𝑐𝑚 )
𝛼𝑚 = 1 −

(20)

𝑐𝑚
𝑣𝑚

where 𝛼𝑚 = probability that any one competitor develops m component, 𝑐𝑚 = development cost
of m component, and 𝑣𝑚 = value obtained from the development of m component.
If there are N competitors in the game, a mixed-strategy equilibrium is obtained from Equation 21.
{1 − (1 − 𝛼𝑚 )𝑁−1 }× 𝑣𝑚 = 𝑣𝑚 − 𝑐𝑚
1

𝛼𝑚

𝑐𝑚 𝑁−1
=1−( )
𝑣𝑚

(21)

Consequently, n probability values for n variant components that are developed by any one
competitor are obtained from Equation 21. Then, v components with higher probability values than
others are selected as the new components, which are highly expected to be developed in the
marketplace. The selected new components are assumed to entirely follow the variant generation
mechanism corresponding to the selected evolution mode at the beginning of each time step.

3) Construction of a product family network
After selecting an evolution mode and new variant component nodes, the fitness model
(Bianconi, 2001) is employed to connect existing nodes and new nodes. The fitness model is an
upgraded version of the preferential attachment model (Barabási and Albert, 1999). The fitness
model assumes that each node has a fitness parameter ƞ. A new node j with a fitness value ƞ𝑗 is
attached to a system at every time step and connects with m edges to the existing nodes with ƞ𝑖 .
Then, the probability to link to node i is proportional to the degree and the fitness of node i (Albert
and Barabási, 2002) (See Equation 22).
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∏𝑖 =

ƞ𝑖 𝑘𝑖
∑𝑗 ƞ𝑗 𝑘𝑗

(22)

In the product family evolution model, a new component entering a product family network
basically prefers a current component with more structural connection edges; it is expected that a
current component that has many structural connections would have high possibility to be linked
to a new node. However, the current component with more edges might not be attached to the new
component if they are not structurally compatible. In this regard, the product family evolution
model employs structural fitness Sim for a fitness parameter in a product family network. The
structural fitness indicates how much each current node i is structurally fit to the new node m. The
structural fitness of current nodes changes corresponding to the new node m, indicating the
structural change propagation of the new node. The value of structural fitness can be assigned by
considering possible changes in the structural properties of a current component (e.g., geometry
and interface) to be attached to a new component.
The structural attaching process is a basic process to connect any new node to existing
nodes in a product family network. The horizontal leveraging mode forms a product family network
through the structural attaching process. A new node connects with Eh edges (i.e., the number of
new structural connection edges) to current nodes i through the attachment probability obtained
from Equation 23.
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 1 (𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔) ∶ ∏𝑖𝑚 (S) =

𝑆𝑖𝑚 𝑠𝑖
∑𝑗 𝑆𝑗𝑚 𝑠𝑗

(23)

where si is the number of structural connection edges of node i.
In the vertical leveraging mode, a new node additionally connects with Ev edges (i.e., the
number of new functional scale-leveraging edges) to current variant components k through
functional scaling fitness Fkm (See Equation 24) after connecting the new node through the structural
attaching process. This parameter is used to identify whether each current variant component can
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be functionally scaled to a new node m. For example, Fkm can be 1 if the function of a current node
k can be completely scaled to a new node m. If there is no such relationship, then 0 is assigned to
Fkm. It is assumed that there exists at least one current component that can be scaled for each new
node when the vertical leveraging mode is selected. In the case that there is only one variant
component in a product family network, km(F ) is set to 1.

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 2 (𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔): ∏𝑘𝑚 (F) =

𝐹𝑘𝑚 𝑓𝑘
∑𝑙 𝐹𝑙𝑚 𝑓𝑙

(24)

Where fk is the number of functional scale-leveraging edges of node k.
In the beachhead mode, whether a new node connects under process 1 or both process 1
and 2 is determined by the proportion of Ph to Pv. That is, the probability that new node i follows
𝑃ℎ
,
ℎ +𝑃𝑣

the process 1 for the horizontal levering mode is 𝑃

and the probability that new node i follows
𝑃𝑣
.
ℎ +𝑃𝑣

both the process 1 and 2 for the vertical leveraging mode is 𝑃
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Chapter 4
Characterization of Product Family Evolution
This chapter provides a case study and its results for the characterization of product family
evolution phase to analyze the evolutionary properties of a product family architecture. A
smartphone product family case is investigated for this phase.

4.1 Illustration of Smartphone Product Family Case Study
Nowadays smart phones are considered as one of essential consumer goods for living. The
smartphone industry has a huge market, and companies provide various products to increase their
market shares in the market places. Smartphones rapidly change because they are very sensitive to
customer preferences and new technologies (DeGusta, 2012). Due to the short life cycle of
smartphones, their historical information can be effective to observe the evolution of a product
family.
For the first research phase, all smartphones from one of the major providers in the
smartphone industry, released from June in 2007 to September in 2016, were focused on. First,
main models and their variants in the smartphone product line were searched on the web, and their
released and discontinued dates were collected to make the company’s product timeline from the
first generation to the latest generation. Then, each time period of product family evolution for the
company’s product line was determined as a time period when there is no change in the product
line. Table 6 and Figure 28 show the smartphones and their timeline examined for the case study.
Total 14 time periods were identified in the timeline of the smartphone product family; this shows
that the smartphone product family changed 14 times in the marketplaces.
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Table 6. Targeted Smartphones and Their Time Periods (Wikipedia, 2016a)
Time-Period

Model

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Starting Time
June 2007
Sep. 2007
Feb. 2008
July 2008
June 2009
June 2010
Feb. 2011
Oct. 2011
Sep. 2012
Sep. 2013
Mar. 2014
Sep. 2014

Ending Time
Sep. 2007
Feb. 2008
July 2008
June 2009
June 2010
Feb. 2011
Oct. 2011
Sep. 2012
Sep. 2013
Mar. 2014
Sep. 2014
Sep. 2015

13

Sep. 2015

Mar. 2016

14

Mar. 2016

Sep. 2016

1G 4GB, 1G 8GB
1G 8GB
1G 8GB, 1G 16GB
3G 8GB, 3G 16GB
3G 8GB, 3GS 16GB, 3GS 32GB
3GS 8GB, 4(GSM) 16GB, 4(GSM) 32GB
3GS 8GB, 4(GSM) 16GB, 4(GSM) 32GB, 4(CDMA) 16GB, 4(CDMA) 32GB
3GS 8GB, 4(GSM) 8GB, 4(CDMA) 8GB, 4S 16GB, 4S 32GB, 4S 64GB
4(GSM) 8GB, 4(CDMA) 8GB, 4S 16GB, 5 16GB, 5 32GB, 5 64GB
4S 8GB, 5C 16GB, 5C 32GB, 5S 16GB, 5S 32GB, 5S 64GB
4S 8GB, 5C 8GB, 5C 16GB, 5C 32GB, 5S 16GB, 5S 32GB, 5S 64GB
5C 8GB, 5S 16GB, 5S 32GB, 6 16GB, 6 64GB, 6 128GB, 6 Plus 16GB, 6 Plus
64GB, 6 Plus 128GB
5S 16GB, 5S 32GB, 6 16GB, 6 64GB, 6 Plus 16GB, 6 Plus 64GB, 6S 16GB,
6S 64GB, 6S 128GB, 6S Plus 16GB, 6S Plus 64GB, 6S Plus 128GB
6 16GB, 6 64GB, 6 Plus 16GB, 6 Plus 64GB, 6S 16GB, 6S 64GB, 6S 128GB,
6S Plus 16GB, 6S Plus 64GB, 6S Plus 128GB, SE 16GB, SE 64GB

Figure 28. Timeline of Smartphones (Wikipedia, 2016b)
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Then, the product structures of each main model and its variants were examined to
construct a product family architecture in each time period. Main components including major parts,
modules, and chipsets were considered for each product structure. Information about these
components were collected from teardown information in www.ifixit.com, www.chipworks.com,
www.techinsights.com, www.electronicproducts.com/WhatsInside, and other web sources.
Each model is structured with similar types of key assemblies: 1) display, 2) home button,
3) battery, 4) rear case, 5) camera, 6) loudspeaker, 7) dock / lightning connector, 8) logic board, 9)
power button, 10) silent button, 11) volume button, 12) antenna, and 13) vibrator. Figure 29 shows
an example of smartphone assemblies. The associated modules and parts of the assemblies and
their structural connections are varied depending on the smartphone models. The product
architecture of each model was considered with identifiable components (i.e., modules, parts, and
chipsets) in the above assemblies during their disassembling processes.

Figure 29. Example of Smartphone Assemblies (iFixit, 2015)

The logic board of each model has various chipsets. These chipsets play significant roles
in realizing smartphone functions. Major chipsets relevant to the following functions were
considered to illustrate a more detailed product architecture for each smartphone model:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Application processor with DRAM
Wireless memory (SRAM)
Flash memory
Cellular modem (Radio frequency baseband)
Radio frequency transceiver
Bluetooth / Wi-Fi
GPS (Global Positioning System)
NFC (Near Field Communication)
Accelerometer
Gyroscope
Audio Codec
Electronic Compass
Barometer
Processor Power Management
Radio Frequency Power Management
Touch Screen Controller
Structural relations among the components in each smartphone model were determined

from its disassembly steps, provided in iFixit (2016b). Structurally connected components within
a smartphone product are defined as components that are structurally connected with each other to
realize direct mechanical and functional relations for the case study. The following types were
considered to determine whether components are structurally connected:
•
•
•

Directly connected by screws and adhesives
Directly connected by sockets, connectors, and holes
Direct structural design relation (shape and form fit) to a specific component
Chipsets were considered as individually placed on a bare logic board, and internal

relationships between them were disregarded for the simplification of the product structure.
Individual product and product family networks were then analyzed through the proposed
methodology described in Section 3.1.

4.2 Individual Smartphone Architecture Networks
The DSMs of the main smartphone models for each generation were constructed and
transformed to undirected networks. Figure 30 shows resultant 14 networks representing the
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generational smartphone architectures. The size of each node in Figure 30 is scaled with the degree
of each node. The properties of the networks are summarized in Table 7.

Figure 30. Network Representation of Smartphone Architectures
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Table 7. Properties of Smartphone Architecture Networks
Model

# of Nodes (N)

# of Edges (E)

1G
3G
3GS
4(GSM)
4(CDMA)
4S
5
5C
5S
6
6 Plus
6S
6S Plus
SE

45
44
44
49
49
51
52
54
57
61
62
57
57
58

87
80
80
95
95
98
98
103
111
117
120
113
116
112

Average node
degree (<k>)
3.87
3.64
3.64
3.88
3.88
3.84
3.77
3.81
3.89
3.84
3.87
3.96
4.07
3.86

Average path
length (<l>)
2.61
2.31
2.31
2.16
2.13
2.19
2.32
2.33
2.35
2.28
2.28
2.3
2.29
2.34

Average clustering
coefficient (C)
0.55
0.64
0.64
0.66
0.67
0.65
0.68
0.63
0.66
0.64
0.66
0.7
0.72
0.66

Nodes and edges in a smartphone architecture network represent components and their
structural connections in a smartphone model. Table 7 shows that the number of nodes (N) and the
number of edges (E) in the smartphone architecture network gradually increase over generations,
indicating the growth of the smartphone architecture network. For example, the first generation
model (1G) has 45 nodes and 87 edges; on the other hand, the latest generation model (6S Plus)
has 57 nodes and 116 edges. Also, N and E have a linear relationship (Pearson correlation = 0.99)
as shown in Figure 31.

Figure 31. Relationship between N and E of Smartphone Architecture Networks
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The average node degree <k> indicates the average number of structural connections in a
smartphone architecture. The smartphone architecture networks have <k> ≈ 4; each component in
a smartphone is expected to be connected with four components. The degree distribution of each
smartphone network reveals the property of a scale-free network. That is, most nodes are associated
with low node degrees, and a few nodes have high node degrees (See Figure 32). These highly
connected nodes in each network serve as hubs. The commonly identified hub nodes in each
smartphone are: 1) bare logic board integrated with many chipsets and connected with other
components to realize functions, and 2) rear case or frame holding many components to maintain
their locations for structural durability (See Table 8).

Figure 32. Degree Distributions of Smartphone Architecture Networks
Table 8. Hub Nodes in Smartphone Architecture Networks
Model
1G
3G
3GS
4(GSM)
4(CDMA)
4S
5
5C
5S
6
6 Plus
6S
6S Plus
SE

Nodes with k (> 15% of E)
Mid Frame (k = 17), Rear Panel (k = 14), Bare Communication Board (k = 13)
Bare Logic Board (k = 26), Rear Case (k = 20)
Bare Logic Board (k = 26), Rear Case (k = 20)
Bare Logic Board (k = 31), Mid Frame (k = 31)
Mid Frame (k = 33), Bare Logic Board (k = 31)
Bare Logic Board (k = 32), Mid Frame (k = 32)
Bare Logic Board (k = 28), Rear Case (k = 28)
Bare Logic Board (k = 29), Rear Case (k = 29)
Rear Case (k = 30), Bare Logic Board (k= 29)
Bare Logic Board (k = 38), Rear Case (k = 32)
Bare Logic Board (k = 39), Rear Case (k = 33)
Bare Logic Board (k = 33), Rear Case (k = 31)
Bare Logic Board (k = 34), Rear Case (k = 32)
Bare Logic Board (k = 30), Rear Case (k = 30)
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The degree distribution of each smartphone architecture network in Figure 32 seems to
decay as a power-law, that is observed in many real networks as the main property of a scale-free
network. To see if the degree distributions follow a power-law distribution, they were fitted by the
power-law fitting process of Clauset et al. (2009). Table 9 shows the estimated exponent γ of a
power-law function (See Equation 17) for each smartphone architecture network. The power-law
exponents are bounded with a range 2.69 ≤ γ ≤ 2.94. The results are in line with the fact that γ is
typically observed with a range 2 < γ < 3 in many other real networks (Albert and Barabási, 2002;
Barabási, 2016). The fitted power law distributions are statically significant under p > 0.01.

Table 9. Exponents of Power Law Distributions for Smartphone Architecture Networks

Model
γ
p-value
Model
γ
p-value

1G
2.80
0.046*
5C
2.94
0.156*

3G
2.70
0.267*
5S
2.69
0.448*

3GS
2.70
0.246*
6
2.92
0.171*

4(GSM)
2.80
0.100*
6 Plus
2.92
0.027*

4(CDMA)
2.94
0.138*
6S
2.76
0.020*

4S
5
2.83
2.83
0.453*
0.012*
6S Plus
SE
2.89
2.69
0.085*
0.447*
*: p-value > 0.01

The average path length <l>, which indicates the average shortest distance between any
pair of nodes, is defined as the average minimum number of structural connections between any
pair of components. The average path length quantifies the disassemblability of a smartphone
architecture; a short average path length implies that a few steps from any component to any other
component are required for disassembly. Also, it can be interpreted as the average minimum
number of structural changes between a pair of components when a significant change in any
component that affects other components happens. In this case, a short average path length
represents low change propagation in a product architecture. Table 7 shows that the smartphone
architecture networks have a short average path length, a range 2 < <l> < 3. It is inferred that the
smartphone models have at least two connection steps for disassembling and changing between any
pair of components. Especially, the 4th generation models - 4(GSM), 4(CDMA), and 4S - have
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relatively shorter <l> values (< 2.2) than other models. The average path length of each network
does not seem to exactly follow the trend of <l> ≈ ln N / ln <k> (See the solid line in Figure 33),
that is the network property of random and small-world networks (Albert and Barabási, 2002);
< l> grows more slowly with the number of components N in the smartphone architecture networks
than the expected <l> in equivalent random networks (See Figure 33). The fact that the <l> value
of each smartphone network is shorter than its equivalent random network with the same N and
<k> supports the short average distance of scale-free networks (Albert and Barabási, 2002).

Figure 33. Average Path Length of Smartphone Architecture Networks

The average clustering coefficient C provides the average degree of the local cliquishness
of a network; it quantifies the probability that two connected neighbor components of a component
are also connected to each other. High C indicates that each component and its neighbor
components are strongly connected to each other, representing local structure complexity. Table 7
shows that the C values of the smartphone architecture networks are high (>0.5). Also, C tends to
increase in newer generation models. Figure 34 shows a log-log plot that has the ratio C/<k> for
the smartphone networks and their equivalent random networks. The obtained C values in the
smartphone architecture networks are larger than those in equivalent random networks, and the
ratio C/<k> does not seem to decrease as N-1; the results are consistent with other real networks
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(Watts and Strogatz, 1998; Albert and Barabási, 2002). In contrast to the consensus that the
clustering coefficient in real networks is only associated with their topology <k> and not with their
size N, the C of the smartphone architecture networks slightly increases with N. The correlation
coefficients between C and N and between C and <k> are 0.46 and 0.42, respectively.

Figure 34. Clustering Coefficient of Smartphone Architecture Networks

Common motifs identified in the smartphone architecture networks characterize distinct
structural patterns. FANMOD (Wernicke and Rasche, 2006), a network motif detection tool using
the RAND-ESU algorithm (Wernicke, 2005), was employed to identify common motifs. Motifs
with three nodes in each smartphone architecture network were searched by comparing them in
1000 equivalent random networks, and the same process was repeated for searching motifs with
four nodes; statistically significant motifs that are more frequently observed in each smartphone
architecture network than in its equivalent random networks were extracted. The following
measures were considered to check the statistical significance of motif occurrence (Wernicke and
Rasche, 2006):
•

Z-Score: the original motif frequency minus the average random motif frequency divided
by the standard deviation of random motif frequency.
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•

p-Value: the number of random networks, where a motif occurs more often than in its
original network, divided by the total number of random networks.

Table 10 shows frequently observed motifs (F> 5% of the total number of detected motifs in an
original network) that have a high Z-score (Z>2) and a low p-value (p<0.05).

Table 10. Common Motifs of Smartphone Architecture Networks
Model

Motif
N=3

N=4

F=9.7%, Z=56.1, p=0

F=19.3%, Z=39.8, p=0

F=6.4%, Z=4.2, p=0

F=65.3%, Z=3.2, p=0.008

F=6.4%, Z=4.4, p=0

F=65.3%, Z=3.2, p=0.007

F=5.8%, Z=5.8, p=0

F=14.4%, Z=5.6, p=0

F=5.3%, Z=6.8, p=0

F=13.6%, Z=8.4, p=0

F=5.2%, Z=6.2, p=0

F=13.2%, Z=6.41, p=0

F=6.1%, Z=5.6, p=0

F=69.5, Z=3.4, p=0.004

F=12.9%, Z=3.8, p=0

F=5.9%, Z=6.4, p=0

F=69.7, Z=3.8, p=0.001

F=12.8%, Z=4.7, p=0

F=6.2%, Z=7.4, p=0

F=67.9, Z=3.1, p=0.006

F=13.1%, Z=5.4, p=0

F=5.0%, Z=5.9, p=0

F=76.4, Z=4.9, p=0

F=5.2%, Z=6.3, p=0

F=76.7, Z=4.0, p=0

F=11.4%, Z=2.4, p=0.003

F=6.2%, Z=8.43, p=0

F=71.8, Z=4.0, p=0.007

F=12.7%, Z=5.3, p=0

F=6.6%, Z=8.7, p=0

F=72.3, Z=4.7, p=0

F=13.6%, Z=4.2, p=0

F=6.0%, Z=7.5, p=0

F=68.7, Z=3.3, p=0.004

F=12.6%, Z=4.7, p=0

1G

3G

3GS

4(GSM)

4(CDMA)

4S

5

5C

5S

6

6 Plus

6S

6S Plus

SE

The three-node motif forming a clique is a significant three-node motif commonly
appearing in the smartphone architecture networks. The motif indicates three components
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structurally inter-connected to each other. This motif type is typically observed in an assembly that
interconnects their associated components to maintain durability. For example, the power button
cover is located in the power button hole of the rear case, and the power button and the rear case
are fixed by the power button bracket (See Figure 35).

Figure 35. Example of Triangle Motif

Also, two four-node motif types, a three-star and a triangle with a dangling edge, are common in
the smartphone architecture networks. Three-star motifs, indicating three components attached to
a central component, are frequently observed in the smartphone architecture networks (F>65%).
The high occurrence of this motif is related to the connectivity (degree) of a node in each
smartphone architecture network. The fact that the average node degree of each network is
characterized to be greater than three explains the frequent occurrence of the motif. The example
of a three-star motif is described in Figure 36.

Figure 36. Example of Three-Star Motif

The type of a triangle with a dangle edge motif represents the structural relation that one of three
interconnected components is connected to another part. This motif typically appears in an
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assembly with connected components where one major functional component with a cable is
connected to another part (See Figure 37).

Figure 37. Example of Triangle with Dangle Edge Motif

For example, the LCD Screen and Digitizer, the Home Button Cable, and the Home Button are
connected to each other in the display assembly, and the LCD Screen and Digitizer is connected to
the Logic Board for its function (See Figure 37). It is noted that all the identified motifs in Table
10 are also frequently observed in other real networks representing social, biological, and
technological networks (Yeang et al., 2012).

4.3 Smartphone Product Family Architecture Networks
The product family architecture network of the smartphone models in each time period of
the product family evolution is shown in Figure 38. The size of each node is scaled with the degree
of each node. Blue, purple, and red nodes respectively represent completely shared (common),
partly shared, and completely non-shared components, and grey solid edges and green dotted edges
respectively describe structural connection edges and functional scale-leveraging edges. Functional
scale-leveraging edges in each network were drawn for components that provide main functional
features with different performance within a product family.
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Figure 38. Smartphone Product Family Architecture Networks

The properties of the constructed network in each time period are summarized in Table 11.
Structural connection edges were only considered to calculate the properties of each network.
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Table 11. Properties of Smartphone Product Family Architecture Networks
Time-Period of Product
Family Evolution
#
Starting
Ending
Time
Time
1
June 2007 Sep. 2007

# of Nodes (N)

# of Edges (E) Average node
degree (<k>)

Average path
Average
length (<l>) / % clustering
of reachable pairs coefficient (C)

46

88

3.83

2.62 / 100%

0.55

87

3.87

2.61 / 100%

0.55

88

3.83

2.62 / 100%

0.55

81

3.60

2.31 / 100%

0.64

120

4.00

2.43 / 100%

0.50

(CC: 44, VC: 2(0))

2

Sep. 2007 Feb. 2008

45
(CC: 45, VC: 0(0))

3

Feb. 2008 July 2008

46
(CC: 44, VC: 2(0))

4

July 2008

June 2009 45
(CC: 43, VC: 2(0))

5

June 2009 June 2010 60
(CC: 29, VC: 31(14))

6

June 2010 Feb. 2011

93
176
3.78
3.45 / 100%
0.64
(CC:1, VC:92(47))
Oct. 2011 117
267
4.56
3.42 / 100%
0.52
(CC:1, VC:116(73))
Sep. 2012 153
360
4.71
3.75 / 100%
0.50
(CC:1, VC:152(63))
Sep. 2013 160
378
4.70
3.56 / 100%
0.51
(CC:2, VC:158(77))
Mar. 2014 151
315
4.17
2.85 / 54.97% 0.59
(CC:0, VC:151(99))
Sep. 2014 152
316
4.16
2.86 / 55.12% 0.59
(CC:0, VC:152(99))
Sep. 2015 199
454
4.56
3.93 / 100%
0.55
(CC:3, VC:196(152))
Mar. 2016 251
580
4.62
4.43 / 100%
0.56
(CC:0, VC:251(249))
Sep. 2016 242
581
4.80
4.00 / 100%
0.56
(CC:1, VC:241(239))
CC: Common Component, VC(#): Variant Component (#: # of Partly Shared Components)

7

Feb. 2011

8

Oct. 2011

9

Sep. 2012

10

Sep. 2013

11

Mar. 2014

12

Sep. 2014

13

Sep. 2015

14

Mar. 2016

The size of the smartphone product family architecture network significantly grows over
time (See Table 11 and Figure 39). From the first period to the latest period, the number of nodes
and the number of edges increase 5.3 times and 6.6 times, respectively. N in the smartphone product
family architecture network seems to increase in proportion to E. The Pearson’s correlation
between N and E (= 0.997) supports a strong positive linear relationship between them. This can
be interpreted that the increase in the number of components in the smartphone product family does
not cause structural complexity representing overgrowth in the number of structural connections.
The linear growth in structural connectivity may result from the property of commonality
of a product family. Since the smartphone product family in each time period shares components
all or partly across product variants, structural connections among those components are also shared
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with different product variants. Shared components and their structural connections within a
smartphone product family form the structural commonality of the product family and serve as
decreasing uncertainty embedded in realizing product family design.

Figure 39. Structural Change in Smartphone Product Family Architecture Networks

The number of shared (completely and partly) components in the smartphone product
family architecture network more exponentially increases over time than the total number of
components (See Figures 39 and 40). The fitted exponential function with 95% of confidence
bounds of coefficients for the number of shared components for time interval, t = 0, …, 111th, is
Nshared = 18.59e0.02353t (R-squared: 90.75%). On the other hand, that of the number of total
components for the same interval is Ntotal = 50.42e0.01504t (R-squared: 91.82%).
Since the number of shared components cannot exceed the number of total components,
the upper bound of the fitted exponential function of the number of shared components over time
becomes an intersection point between the plots in Figure 40. This intersection point can be called
an efficient product platform design point at which all components in a product family are shared
within the product family when the current product platform strategy is maintained. The number of
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components at the efficient product platform design point is considered as the expected number of
components in a product family where the product platform of the product family does not generate
non-shared variant components. Also, the projected time at the efficient product platform design
point shows the expected timing of efficient product family occurrence. In this smartphone product
family case, the efficient product platform design point (t, Nshared) is (117.4, 294.6).

Figure 40. Fitted Plots for Structure Change of Smartphone Product Family Architecture Network

The efficient product platform design point can be regarded as a signal of maturity for the
current product platform design. After the efficient product platform design point, all components
in a product family may be still shared following the plot for the number of total components, or
the number of shared components may decrease if disruptive changes happen in the current product
platform design.
The average node degree of each product family architecture network has a range between
3.6 and 4.8 (See Table 11); the components of each smartphone product family approximately have
four structural connections to other components. <k> tends to increase for newer product family
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architecture networks, and this indicates that components in newer product families have more
number of structural connections.
The degree distributions of the product family architecture networks show that there are
many nodes with a few links and a few nodes with many links (See Figure 41). These highly
connected nodes in each network serve as hubs. The hub nodes identified in each smartphone
product family architecture network are the bare logic boards and rear cases of the associated
smartphone models in each product family network, which are consistent with the hub nodes in the
individual smartphone networks.

Figure 41. Degree Distributions of Smartphone Product Family Architecture Networks

The degree distributions shown above were fitted with a power-law function (See Figure
42). Table 12 shows the exponents of the fitted power-law functions for the degree distributions in
Figure 41. They have a range of 2 < γ < 3, showing the scale-free network regime.
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Figure 42. Fitted Power Law Plots for Smartphone Product Family Architecture Networks
Table 12. Power Law Exponents for Smartphone Product Family Architecture Networks

Product
Family #
γ
p-value
Product
Family #
γ
p-value

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2.79
0.05*
8

2.80
0.04*
9

2.79
0.13*
10

2.70
0.25*
11

2.63
0.18*
12

2.79
0.02*
13

2.47
0.49*
14

2.44
0.422*

2.45
0.242*

2.82
0.091*

2.81
0.067*

2.87
0.002

2.84
0

2.87
0.002
*: p-value > 0.01
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Although most of the fitted power-law functions are statistically significant under p > 0.01,
the smartphone product family architecture networks for recent models (i.e., product family 12, 13,
and 14) do not have statistically significant power-law degree distributions. Components having a
few edges in the individual product networks of these product families tend to have additional edges
in their product family architecture networks due to the high commonality in the product families.
For this reason, the degree distributions for product family 12, 13, and 14 are slightly deviated from
a power law degree distribution (See Figure 43).

Figure 43. Degree Distributions for Product Family 12, 13, and 14

Table 11 shows that the smartphone product family architecture networks have the average
path length in a range 2 < <l> < 5. The average path lengths in the product family architecture
networks are approximately one or two structural connections greater than those in the individual
product architecture networks. It is noted that the <l> values of product family 10 and 11 are for
reachable pairs of nodes in the networks since each network is separated due to the existence of a
smartphone model that does not share components with other models in the product family.
In Figure 44, the average path length of each product family architecture network seems to
be close to that of its equivalent random network (See the solid line in Figure 44) in contrast to the
individual product cases. This indicates that the smartphone product family architecture networks
also behave as small-world networks.
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Figure 44. Average Path Length of Smartphone Product Family Architecture Networks

The <l> values in newer product family architecture networks become greater than the expected
<l> values in their equivalent random graphs. A plausible explanation of the increase in <l> for the
recent smartphone product families is structural separation among different generation products in
the product families. A new generation smartphone model tends to have structural variations from
previous generation models due to functional improvement and technological innovation. Although
smartphone models at the same generation have high commonality, the structural separation
between different generation models results in weak connection (or no connection) among network
clusters within a smartphone product family network. This phenomenon happens since the 6th
smartphone product family, showing a few or no common components in the product family
networks (See Figure 38). Consequently, <l> becomes greater in the smartphone product family
networks. The increase in <l> of the smartphone product family network as various old and new
generation products are included in the smartphone product family represents an increase in the
structural scale of the product family design.
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As seen in Table 11, the average clustering coefficient C of each smartphone product
family architecture network is maintained with a high degree (> 0.5). C tends to vary in the product
family networks, showing resilience to product family change. For example, once C becomes
greater (or lower) in a current product family network, then C becomes lower (or greater) in its next
product family network. In this way, C tends to converge to the mean value of C (≈0.56) in the
product family networks (See Figure 45). This resilience of C in the smartphone product family
network over time periods shows that the smartphone product family evolves to stability in local
structural connectivity.

Figure 45. Change in Clustering Coefficient of Smartphone Product Family Architecture Networks

The C values of the product family architecture networks are greater than those of
equivalent random graphs, and the ratio C/<k> becomes independent with N (See Figure 46). The
results are consistent with the individual smartphone architecture networks and the property of
small-world networks and other real networks (Watts and Strogatz, 1998; Albert and Barabási,
2002). A very low correlation (≈ -0.12) between N and C also supports that the clustering coefficient
of the product family architecture networks does not depend on the size of the networks.
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Figure 46. Clustering Coefficient of Smartphone Product Family Architecture Networks

Three-node and four-node motifs were extracted in each product family architecture
network through FANMOD (Wernicke and Rasche, 2006). Node colors and edge types illustrated
for Figure 38 were considered for motif detection. 1000 equivalent random networks were
generated to identify the significance of detected motifs. Z-score greater than 3, p-value less than
0.05, and frequency greater than 1% of total number of detected motifs in an original network were
considered for screening detected motifs. Table 13 shows the motifs obtained in each product
family architecture network.
For three-node motifs, 19 different types of motifs are identified across the product family
architecture networks. The common formations of the motifs are a clique and a tree. In the early
time periods (i.e., time periods 1-4) of the product family, completely connected three common
components (i.e.,

) and a centralized common component connected with a common component

and a non-shared variant component (i.e.,

) are typically observed. In the later time periods of

the product family, frequently occurring motifs across the periods form a clique among partly
shared components (i.e.,

), a clique among non-shared components (i.e.,

), and a centralized
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partly shared component connected with a partly shared component and a common component (i.e.,
). After the time period 5 of the product family, significant motifs including functional
performance change between components are also frequently observed (i.e.,

,

, and

).

Table 13. Motifs of Smartphone Product Family Architecture Networks
Time Motif
Period
N=3

N=4

1
F=9.45 F=4.62

F=2.80 F=18.40 F=3.68

F=9.70

F=2.91 F=19.34

F=9.45 F=4.62

F=2.80 F=18.40 F=3.68

F=6.09 F=7.81

F=10.90 F=1.40

F=1.93 F=6.58 F=5.88 F=2.28 F=2.11 F=14.21

F=1.89 F=2.10 F=8.10 F=2.04 F=2.51 F=1.15

F=3.35 F=2.29 F=1.70 F=1.47 F=3.41 F=2.00

F=8.30 F=2.29 F=1.73 F=4.57 F=3.18 F=2.37

F=3.79 F=1.32 F=2.10 F=2.34

F=9.46 F=1.78 F=2.70 F=9.01 F=3.79 F=1.83

F=1.28 F=1.98 F=1.19 F=22.09 F=1.21 F=10.52 F=2.30

F=2.85 F=1.37 F=1.15 F=1.60 F=2.68 F=3.69 F=11.99 F=3.02 F=1.67

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

F=1.70 F=1.08 F=3.38 F=1.40

9
F=1.18 F=1.82 F=1.38 F=2.58 F=27.75 F=1.33 F=11.03 F=1.33 F=4.27

F=1.89 F=1.46 F=2.07 F=1.98 F=1.83 F=3.51 F=12.88 F=1.17 F=3.01

F=6.54 F=1.52

10
F=3.54 F=1.67 F=1.79 F=30.22 F=2.70

F=6.93 F=4.08 F=23.30 F=3.74 F=2.98

F=3.50 F=1.65 F=1.77 F=29.86 F=2.72

F=6.81 F=4.01 F=2.01 F=22.88 F=3.82 F=2.92

F=3.78 F=1.01 F=5.69 F=3.72 F=1.90

F=7.35 F=1.39 F=7.50 F=43.82 F=2.67 F=3.66 F=2.32

F=4.92 F=8.19

F=9.38 F=58.54 F=1.68 F=10.21

F=4.88 F=2.45 F=8.54

F=9.07 F=3.18 F=54.50 F=2.52 F=2.06 F=7.97

11
12
13
14

For four-node motifs, a higher variety of motifs are identified in the product family
architecture networks; 32 motifs are detected across the time periods. A two-triangle for common
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components (i.e.,

), a triangle with a dangling edge for common components (i.e.,

star with three common components and one non-shared variant component (i.e.,

), and a three) commonly

appear in the early time periods. During the later periods, there are five motifs frequently occurring
across the periods: 1) a triangle with a dangling edge for partly shared components (i.e.,

), 2) a

series of partly shared components where a starting (or an ending) node is functionally scaled from
or to a non-shared component (i.e.,

), 3) a series of non-shared components where a starting (or

an ending) node is functionally scaled from or to a partly shared component (i.e.,
with a dangling edge for non-shared components (i.e.,
shared components and one common component (i.e.,

), 4) a triangle

), and 5) a three-star with three partly
). In the recent time periods (time periods

12-14), trees of partly shared components without or with a functional scaling edge are distinctively
observed (i.e.,

,

,

, and

).

Figure 47. Significant Motifs and Their Occurring Time Periods

Figure 47 shows the detected significant motifs in the product family architecture networks
and their associated time periods. It suggests that there is no one common motif over time periods
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but a group of shared motifs common in a subset of time periods. Also, there are several time
periods (e.g., time-periods 5, 8, and 9) when specific motifs exclusively occur in the product family
network. The results indicate that the product family network in each time period is characterized
with common and specific building blocks.
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Chapter 5
Modeling of Product Family Evolution
This chapter provides a numerical example to illustrate the application of the product
family evolution model in Section 3.2, based on the preliminary work in Park and Okudan Kremer
(2014b). Then, a case study for a smartphone product family is introduced to illustrate an evolution
process in smartphone product family design.

5.1 Illustration of Product Family Evolution Model
A simple case study is presented to provide a numerical example for the product family
evolution model in this section. Considering to derive a product family design until t (time period)
= 5, the following conditions and assumptions are established.
At t = 0, three common components (CC1, CC2, CC3) are completely connected to each
other as an initial product platform. The probability of each evolution mode is set to Ph = 0.6, Pv =
0.2, and Pb = 0.2. If the beachhead leveraging mode is selected, a new component follows horizontal
leveraging with 0.75 (= Ph / (Ph+ Pv)) and vertical leveraging with 0.25 (= Pv / (Ph + Pv)).
At each t, there are five competitors and three new variant components (mt=VC3t-2, VC3t-1,
VC3t) are expected to be developed by any one competitor. It is assumed that one new variant
component is considered to enter a product family network at each time step; a component with the
highest development probability (a) is selected for a product family network. The value (vm) and
cost (cm) of each new component candidate respectively follow a uniform distribution between
$100 and $200 and between $50 and $100.
The structural fitness (Sim) of a new component is randomly chosen between 0 and 1. Also,
the functional scaling fitness (Fkm) of a new component is randomly determined between 0 and 1
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except for a case that a current product family network has only one variant component that can be
functionally scaled with a new component. In this case, Fkm and

 km(F )

become 1. The number of

new edges linked from a new component for each evolution process of horizontal and vertical
leveraging is set to 1 (Eh = 1 and Ev = 1); it is expected that an existing component with the highest
value in

 im (S )

or with the highest value in

 km(F )

is connected to a new component.

Table 14 shows main parameter values obtained for the above example case. The results in
Table 14 are described as a network representation in Figure 48.
Table 14. Results of Product Family Evolution Model
 im (S )
CC1 = 0.05
CC2 = 0.51
 Connected
CC3 = 0.43

Fkm

CC1 = 0.27
CC2 = 0.18
CC3 = 0.07
VC2 = 0.15

CC1 = 0.40
 Connected
CC2 = 0.39
CC3 = 0.10
VC2 = 0.11

VC2 = 1

VC2 = 1
 Connected

VC7: v = 179, c = 52, a = 0.27
 Selected
VC8: v = 170, c = 53, a = 0.25
VC9: v = 138, c = 66, a = 0.17

CC1 = 0.42
CC2 = 0.59
CC3 = 0.22
VC2 = 0.31
VC4 = 0.34

-

-

Horizontal

VC10: v = 106, c = 93, a = 0.03
VC11: v = 170, c = 53, a = 0.25
 Selected
VC12: v = 138, c = 66, a = 0.17

CC1 = 0.46
CC2 = 0.09
CC3 = 0.52
VC2 = 0.24
VC4 = 0.56
VC7 = 0.91

-

-

Horizontal

VC13: v = 111, c = 77, a = 0.09
VC14: v = 103, c = 69, a = 0.10
VC15: v = 194, c = 65, a = 0.24
 Selected

CC1 = 0.18
CC2 = 0.54
CC3 = 0.26
VC2 = 0.35
VC4 = 0.34
VC7 = 0.88
VC11 =0.14

CC1 = 0.30
CC2 = 0.43
 Connected
CC3 = 0.11
VC2 = 0.08
VC4 = 0.08
CC1 = 0.31
 Connected
CC2 = 0.08
CC3 = 0.23
VC2 = 0.05
VC4 = 0.13
VC7 = 0.20
CC1 = 0.14
CC2 = 0.42
 Connected
CC3 = 0.10
VC2 = 0.07
VC4 = 0.07
VC7 = 0.17
VC11 = 0.03

-

-

Time

Mode

New Component

Sim

1

Horizontal

VC1: v = 189, c = 98, a = 0.15
VC2: v = 195, c = 65, a = 0.24
 Selected
VC3: v = 112, c = 71, a = 0.11

CC1 = 0.10
CC2 = 0.94
CC3 = 0.79

2

Vertical

VC4: v = 168, c = 71, a = 0.19
 Selected
VC5: v = 177, c = 92, a = 0.15
VC6: v = 140, c = 85, a = 0.12

3

Beachhead

Horizontal

4

5

-

km(F )
-
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Figure 48. Network Representation of Results from Product Family Evolution Model

5.2 Application of Product Family Evolution Model for Smartphone Product Family
The proposed product family evolution model is applied to a smartphone product family
case in this section. The smartphone case study illustrated in 4.1 is used to perform the product
family evolution model. To facilitate the application of the product family evolution model, the
structure of a smartphone architecture is simplified with key assemblies in Figure 29. These
assemblies are defined as basic elements for a common platform of smartphone products,
representing the basic design structure of a smartphone. They become common components in the
initial product family network at t = 0. Structural relations of these common elements are
constructed as shown in Figure 49, summarized from the common structural connections of parts
and modules in the assemblies of the 6th generation smartphone products (i.e., 6, 6 Plus, 6S, and 6S
Plus).

Figure 49. Common Platform Structure of Smartphone
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For the particular application of the product family evolution model, a variant component
entering in the product family network is described as a component that can be attached to its
associated assembly such as a part variant for an assembly. A variant component is only expressed
as a subordinated component of its relevant common component to simplify structural information.
For example, display variant components are only attached to the display common component in
the product family network. At each t, it is assumed that three new variant components associated
with each common component are likely to be developed with technologies expected to be available
by any of five competitors in marketplaces. The development value of each variant component is
assumed to follow a uniform distribution between the minimum and maximum retail price of the
relevant component in the 6th generation models (iFixit, 2016a). Similarly, the development cost of
each variant component is assumed to follow a uniform distribution between the minimum and
maximum bill of materials cost of the relevant component in the 6th generation models
(TechInsights, 2014; IHS, 2015; TechInsights, 2015). For the component cost that is not identified,
the ratio between the total bill of materials product cost and the retail product price is applied to the
component retail price to estimate the component cost. Table 15 shows the inputs for the value and
cost of variant components. Only one variant component in each component type with the highest
development probability (am) greater than 0.3 is considered to enter the product family network at
each time period.
Table 15. Value and Cost Estimation of Variant Components
Components Type
Display
Home Button
Battery
Rear Case
Camera
Loudspeaker
Lightning Connector
Logic Board
Power Button
Volume & Silent Button
Antenna
Vibrator

Value (vm)
Uniform~($80, $230)
Uniform~($25, $30)
Uniform~($35, $40)
Uniform~($50, $90)
Uniform~($25, $70)
Uniform~($20, $30)
Uniform~($30, $40)
Uniform~($250, $300)
Uniform~($17, $25)
Uniform~($20, $25)
Uniform~($20, $40)
Uniform~($10, $30)

Cost (cm)
Uniform~($42, $53)
Uniform~($9, $11)
Uniform~($4, $6)
Uniform~($17, $34)
Uniform~($17, $23)
Uniform~($7, $10)
Uniform~($10, $15)
Uniform~($99, $113)
Uniform~($6, $9)
Uniform~($7, $9)
Uniform~($7, $14)
Uniform~($3, $11)
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The structural fitness (Sim) of a new variant component becomes 0 or 1, considering the
subordination relationship between a variant component and a common component. Also, the
functional scaling fitness (Fkm) of a new variant component is randomly determined to be 0 or 1 for
all existing variant components within the same component type. If there is no existing variant
component that can be functionally scaled with a new component, then the structural attaching is
only realized. If there is only one variant component that can be functionally scaled with a new
component, Fkm and

 km(F )

become 1. Also, an existing variant component to be connected is

randomly chosen if existing variant components do not have scale leveraging edges when a new
variant component enters. In other cases, a new variant component is attached to an existing variant
component with the highest

 km(F ) .

Three cases are simulated based on the above assumptions and conditions until t = 10: 1)
horizontal leveraging in all time steps, 2) vertical leveraging in all time steps, and 3) mixed
evolution modes in all time steps. For the case of mixed evolution modes, the probability of each
evolution mode is set to Ph = 0.2, Pv = 0.4, and Pb = 0.4. If the beachhead leveraging mode is
selected, a new component follows horizontal leveraging with 0.33 (= Ph / (Ph+ Pv)) and vertical
leveraging with 0.67 (=Pv / (Ph + Pv)). Results are shown in Figures 50-52 and Tables 16-18.

Figure 50. Smartphone Product Family Networks for Horizontal Leveraging Modes
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Table 16. Horizontal Leveraging Modes in All Time Periods
Time

Mode

Selected New Component

Sim

1

Horizontal

2

Horizontal

3
4

Horizontal
Horizontal

5

Horizontal

6

Horizontal

7

Horizontal

8

Horizontal

9

Horizontal

10

Horizontal

VC1(Display): v = 226, c = 50, a = 0.31
VC2(Battery): v = 37, c = 4, a = 0.43
VC3(Vibrator): v = 29, c = 4, a = 0.39
VC4(Battery): v = 40, c = 6, a = 0.38
VC4(Rear Case): v = 74, c = 18, a = 0.30
VC6(Vibrator): v = 19, c = 3, a = 0.37
VC7(Battery): v = 36, c = 4, a = 0.42
VC10(Battery): v = 36, c = 4, a = 0.42
VC10(Antenna): v = 40, c = 7, a = 0.35
VC15(Battery): v = 39, c = 5, a = 0.40
VC15(Power Button): v = 25, c = 6, a = 0.30
VC13(Vibrator): v = 28, c = 5, a = 0.35
VC16(Battery): v = 35, c = 4, a = 0.42
VC18(Rear Case): v = 89, c = 17, a = 0.34
VC17(Antenna): v = 39, c = 9, a = 0.31
VC20(Display): v = 191, c = 42, a = 0.32
VC20(Battery): v = 40, c = 4, a = 0.44
VC21(Vibrator): v = 26, c = 6, a = 0.31
VC22(Display): v = 190, c = 43, a = 0.31
VC22(Battery): v = 38, c = 4, a = 0.43
VC27(Display): v = 180, c = 43, a = 0.30
VC27(Battery): v = 38, c = 4, a = 0.43
VC25(Vibrator): v = 16, c = 3, a = 0.34
VC29(Battery): v = 37, c = 5, a = 0.39
VC30(Rear Case): v = 74, c = 17, a = 0.31
VC29(Power Button): v = 25, c = 6, a = 0.30
VC30(Vibrator): v = 22, c = 3, a = 0.39

CC1 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC12 =1
CC3 = 1
CC4 = 1
CC12 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC11 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC9 = 1
CC12 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC4 = 1
CC11 = 1
CC1 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC12 = 1
CC1 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC1 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC12 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC4 = 1
CC9 = 1
CC12 = 1

 im (S )
CC1 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC12 =1
CC3 = 1
CC4 = 1
CC12 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC11 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC9 = 1
CC12 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC4 = 1
CC11 = 1
CC1 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC12 = 1
CC1 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC1 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC12 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC4 = 1
CC9 = 1
CC12 = 1

Fkm
-

km(F )
-

Figure 51. Smartphone Product Family Networks for Vertical Leveraging Modes
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Table 17. Vertical Leveraging Modes in All Time Periods
Time

Mode

Selected New Component

Sim

 im (S )

Fkm

 km(F )

1

Vertical

VC2(Battery): v = 39, c = 4, a = 0.43

CC3 = 1

CC3 = 1

-

-

VC2(Rear Case): v = 88, c = 19, a = 0.32

CC4 =1

CC4 =1

-

-

2

Vertical

VC4(Display): v = 224, c = 49, a = 0.32

CC1 = 1

CC1 = 1

-

-

VC4(Battery): v = 39, c = 5, a = 0.40

CC3 = 1

CC3 = 1

VC2(battery) = 1

VC2(battery) = 1

VC5(Vibrator): v = 27, c = 3, a = 0.42

CC12 = 1

CC12 = 1

-

-

VC7(Display): v = 226, c = 44, a = 0.34

CC1 = 1

CC1 = 1

VC4(Display) = 1

VC4(Display) = 1

VC9(Battery): v = 40, c = 4, a = 0.44

CC3 = 1

CC3 = 1

VC4(Battery) = 1

VC4(Battery) = 1

VC7(Vibrator): v = 26, c = 4, a = 0.37

CC12 = 1

CC12 = 1

VC5(Vibrator) = 1

VC5(Vibrator) = 1

VC12(Display): v = 220, c = 52, a = 0.30

CC1 = 1

CC1 = 1

VC4(Display) = 1

VC4(Display) = 1

VC12(Battery): v = 38, c = 4, a = 0.43

CC3 = 1

CC3 = 1

VC2(battery) = 1
VC4(battery) = 1

VC2(battery) = 0.33
VC4(battery) = 0.67

VC13(Display): v = 222, c = 46, a = 0.33

CC1 = 1

CC1 = 1

VC4(Display) = 1
VC7(Display) = 1
VC12(Display) = 1

VC4(Display) = 0.5
VC7(Display) = 0.25
VC12(Display) = 0.25

VC13(Battery): v = 36, c = 4, a = 0.42

CC3 = 1

CC3 = 1

VC2(battery) = 1

VC2(battery) = 1

VC14(Rear Case): v = 83, c = 18, a = 0.32

CC4 =1

CC4 =1

VC2(Rear Case) =1

VC2(Rear Case) =1

VC17(Display): v = 212, c = 43, a = 0.33

CC1 = 1

CC1 = 1

VC4(Display) = 1
VC7(Display) = 1
VC13(Display) = 1

VC4(Display) = 0.6
VC7(Display) = 0.2
VC13(Display) = 0.2

VC17(Battery): v = 37, c = 4, a = 0.43

CC3 = 1

CC3 = 1

VC2(battery) = 1
VC12(battery) = 1
VC13(battery) = 1

VC2(battery) = 0.5
VC12(battery) = 0.25
VC13(battery) = 0.25

VC18(Rear Case): v = 89, c = 17, a = 0.34

CC4 = 1

CC4 = 1

VC2(Rear Case) =1

VC2(Rear Case) =1

VC18(Loudspeaker): v = 30, c = 7, a = 0.30

CC6 = 1

CC6 = 1

-

-

VC18(Antenna): v = 39, c = 7, a = 0.35

CC11 = 1

CC11 = 1

-

-

VC20(Display): v = 219, c = 50, a = 0.31

CC1 = 1

CC1 = 1

VC4(Display) = 1
VC12(Display) = 1
VC13(Display) = 1

VC4(Display) = 0.66
VC12(Display) = 0.17
VC13(Display) = 0.17

VC21(Battery): v = 40, c = 5, a = 0.41

CC3 = 1

CC3 = 1

VC9(battery) = 1

VC9(battery) = 1

VC19(Rear Case): v = 90, c = 19, a = 0.32

CC4 = 1

CC4 = 1

VC2(Rear Case) = 1
VC14(Rear Case) = 1

VC2(Rear Case) = 0.67
VC14(Rear Case) =
0.33

VC21(Antenna): v = 40, c = 9, a = 0.31

CC11 = 1

CC11 = 1

VC18(Antenna) = 1

VC18(Antenna) = 1

VC23(Display): v = 225, c = 43, a = 0.34

CC1 = 1

CC1 = 1

VC13(Display) = 1

VC13(Display) = 1

VC23(Battery): v = 40, c = 4, a = 0.44

CC3 = 1

CC3 = 1

VC2(battery) = 1
VC13(battery) = 1
VC17(battery) = 1

VC2(battery) = 0.6
VC13(battery) = 0.2
VC17(battery) = 0.2

VC27(Battery): v = 39, c = 4, a = 0.43

CC3 = 1

CC3 = 1

VC9(battery) = 1
VC13(battery) = 1
VC17(battery) = 1

VC9(battery) = 0.5
VC13(battery) = 0.25
VC17(battery) = 0.25

VC26(Antenna): v = 40, c = 7, a = 0.35

CC11 = 1

CC11 = 1

VC18(Antenna) = 1

VC18(Antenna) = 1

VC29(Battery): v = 37, c = 5, a = 0.39

CC3 = 1

CC3 = 1

VC4(battery) = 1
VC12(battery) = 1
VC13(battery) = 1
VC21(battery) = 1

VC4(battery) = 0.5
VC12(battery) = 0.17
VC13(battery) = 0.17
VC21(battery) = 0.17

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Vertical

Vertical

Vertical

Vertical

Vertical

Vertical

Vertical

Vertical
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Figure 52. Smartphone Product Family Networks for Mixed Evolution Modes

Table 18. Mixed Evolution Modes in All Time Periods
Time Mode

Selected New Component

Sim

 im (S )

Fkm

 km(F )

1

Horizontal Beachhead Vertical
Horizontal
Beachhead Vertical
Horizontal
Beachhead Vertical
Horizontal

VC3(Display): v = 221, c = 53, a = 0.30
VC2(Battery): v = 35, c = 4, a = 0.42
VC1(Vibrator): v = 28, c = 5, a = 0.35
VC6(Battery): v = 35, c = 4, a = 0.42
VC6(Rear Case): v = 78, c = 18, a = 0.31
VC9(Battery): v = 38, c = 6, a = 0.37
VC9(Vibrator): v = 25, c = 3, a = 0.41
VC12(Battery): v = 40, c = 4, a = 0.44
VC10(Antenna): v = 34, c = 8, a = 0.30

CC1 = 1
CC3 =1
CC12 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC4 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC12 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC11 = 1

CC1 = 1
CC3 =1
CC12 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC4 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC12 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC11 = 1

VC2(Battery) = 1
VC2(Battery) = 1
VC9(Battery) = 1
-

VC2(Battery) = 1
VC2(Battery) = 1
VC9(Battery) = 1
-

Vertical
Beachhead Vertical

VC10(Vibrator): v = 24, c = 4, a = 0.36
VC15(Battery): v = 39, c = 4, a = 0.43

CC12 = 1
CC3 = 1

CC12 = 1
CC3 = 1

8

Vertical
Horizontal
Beachhead Horizontal
Vertical
Horizontal Beachhead Vertical

VC14(Power Button): v = 39, c = 4, a = 0.43
VC14(Vibrator): v = 30, c = 6, a = 0.33
VC18(Battery): v = 39, c = 5, a = 0.40
VC17(Antenna): v = 36, c = 7, a = 0.34
VC21(Battery): v = 40, c = 4, a = 0.44
VC21(Antenna): v = 39, c = 8, a = 0.33
VC24(Battery): v = 36, c = 4, a = 0.42

CC9 = 1
CC12 =1
CC3 = 1
CC11 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC11 = 1
CC3 = 1

CC9 = 1
CC12 =1
CC3 = 1
CC11 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC11 = 1
CC3 = 1

9

Vertical

CC4 = 1
CC3 = 1

CC4 = 1
CC3 = 1

CC12 = 1
CC1 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC11 = 1

CC12 = 1
CC1 = 1
CC3 = 1
CC11 = 1

VC1(Vibrator) = 1
VC6(Vibrator) = 1
VC9(Vibrator) = 1
VC10(Antenna) = 1
VC9(Battery) = 1
VC12(Battery) = 1
VC2(Battery) = 1
VC9(Battery) = 1
VC12(Battery) = 1
VC10(Vibrator) = 1
VC10(Antenna) = 1

VC1(Vibrator) = 1
VC6(Vibrator) = 0.33
VC9(Vibrator) = 0.67
VC10(Antenna) = 1
VC9(Battery) = 0.75
VC12(Battery) = 0.25
VC2(Battery) = 0.29
VC9(Battery) = 0.57
VC12(Battery) = 0.14
VC10(Vibrator) = 1
VC10(Antenna) = 1

2
3
4

5

6
7

10

Horizontal VC23(Rear Case): v = 90, c = 18, a = 0.33
VC26(Battery): v = 36, c = 5, a = 0.39

Beachhead Horizontal
Horizontal
Vertical

VC26(Vibrator): v = 27, c = 4, a = 0.38
VC28(Display): v = 191, c = 44, a = 0.31
VC30(Battery): v = 35, c = 4, a = 0.42
VC30(Antenna): v = 38, c = 8, a = 0.32
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Chapter 6
Evolutionary Opportunities for Product and Product Family Design
The time-dependent structural changes of a product and its product family do not deviate
from ways of constructing other systems in the real world. A product evolves as a scale-free
network, and its product family also coevolves as a scale-free and small-world network. This
phenomenon is consistent with the universality paradigm of topological characteristics in
biological, social, and engineering networks (Barabási, 2009; Cui et al., 2010; Barabási, 2016). The
convergence of structural characteristics in many other systems suggests that the behaviors of other
systems would provide useful insights to new product and product family design.
Previous attempts to create design solutions inspired by other systems focused on
biomimetic approaches, that emulate a certain function, behavior, or system in a biological
organism for product design (Reap et al., 2005). However, biomimetic approaches are limited to
the direct application of biological characteristics to specific design problems. Thus, general design
principles to reflect the dynamics of processes occurring on complex product design structures are
difficult to obtain.
An opportunity to unveil underlying factors for successful product and product family
design structures can be found by understanding and analyzing their network topology. Indeed,
findings from the topology of complex networks in different disciplines demonstrated the strong
impact of underlying connectivity on a system’s behavior (Barabási, 2009). Focusing on this aspect,
this chapter addresses important topological factors in complex networks that can be considered to
understand structural dynamics in product and product family design.
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6.1 Topological Robustness
Many empirical results show that various complex systems have inherent tolerance
against errors, typically represented by random node and/or edge removal in a network. For
example, the overall topology of the yeast protein interaction network is not significantly affected
by the removal of randomly selected yeast proteins (Jeong et al., 2001). The connectivity loss of
the North America power grid network is tolerant for random transmission substation removal
(Albert et al., 2004). The modeled military supply chain network shows robustness in the average
path length and the diameter for random node removal (Thadakamaila et al., 2004). Communication
networks such as the World-Wide Web and the Internet (Albert et al., 2000) and social networks
(Centola, 2008; Perc, 2009) also show a great degree of error tolerance. However, complex
networks commonly show weakness in the targeted attacks of critical nodes in connectivity (e.g.,
hubs), typically represented by the selective removal of highly connected nodes (Albert et al., 2000;
Jeong et al., 2001; Albert et al., 2004; Thadakamaila et al., 2004; Centola, 2008; Perc, 2009). The
error robustness and the attack vulnerability of complex networks result from the scale-free network
structure that is characterized with a inhomogeneous connectivity distribution (Albert et al., 2000).
Many nodes with a few links in a scale-free network can have much higher probability to be
selected under random node removal, that does not significantly affect the overall network
structure. On the other hand, the removal of hub nodes in a scale-free network can significantly
damage the overall network structure.
The topological resilience of real networks can be considered in product and product family
design. Figure 53 shows network fragmentation under random errors and targeted attacks on the 6s
Plus model and the 14th product family in the smartphone case study. Random errors and targeted
attacks in the networks are addressed by node removal through random selection and targeted
selection in decreasing order of node degree. The relative size of the largest cluster (S), expressed
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as a fraction of the total network size, and the average size of isolated clusters (<s>) except the
largest cluster display as a function of the fraction of removed nodes (f) in Figure 53.

Figure 53. Network Fragmentation under Random Errors and Targeted Attacks

The results show that both the single product network and the product family network are
robust to random errors. The networks are maintained without fragmentation under random errors
except the case that hub nodes are eliminated by chance. On the other hand, they are rapidly
fragmented as f increases when the most connected nodes (hubs) are removed. The attack
vulnerability of the networks seems to have a threshold at f ≈ 0.05 that makes the largest cluster of
each network nominal (S < 0.2). The threshold behavior of the networks under attacks indicates
that the targeted removal of 5% of the total nodes critically impacts on the network structure,
leading to the significant disruption of the networks. The size of the fragments (<s>) for each
network also shows a similar pattern under attacks, that rapidly increases until the removal of the
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two most connected nodes (fproduct = 0.035 and fproduct family = 0.008) and then gradually decreases as
f increases.
The fragmentation of each network is visualized in Figure 54. The peak point of <s> for
each network under attacks shows that the network is separated into clusters consisting of isolated
single nodes and network pieces due to the removal of the two largest hubs (r = 2). The isolated
clusters are even more fragmented after the peak in <s> as the number of removed nodes increases,
resulting in the decrease in <s>.

Figure 54. Visualized Network Fragmentation under Attacks
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For the single product network, its attack vulnerability shows a similar pattern observed in
general scale-free networks (Albert et al., 2000). However, the product family network is still
robust to the removal of the most connected node, resulting in no impact on fragmentation (See
Figure 54). Also, the main cluster breaks into another large cluster and a few isolated single nodes
when the second most connected node is removed, leading to the peak of <s> as seen in Figure 53.
This is a different pattern from the single product network, where the removal of its two most
connected nodes generates many isolated single nodes and small network pieces. This shows the
survivability of the product family structure is greater than that of the single product structure under
attacks. If a company only holds a single product in a market, the product could not survive when
the most connected component in the product design structure has a problem since there is no choice
except for fixing the problem. However, a company holding a well-designed product family could
avoid risk of overall product family failure in a market when a significant defect on the most
connected component in the product family structure occurs. This is because components that
substitute the most connected component can exist in product variants. Also, a product family that
is rigidly structured with partly shared components may have buffer product variants; product
variants not affected by the failure on the most vital component still can survive in the marketplace.
Thus, the topological perspective of a product family design structure supports why nowadays
companies release various product variants in marketplaces to survive.
The behaviors of the product and product family networks under topological perturbations
explains that structural robustness in product and product family design can increase by 1) adding
protective components (e.g., brackets and covers) for vital components and 2) achieving a sufficient
degree of commonality. In addition, the topological tolerance of real networks provides inspiration
that a design structure based on a scale-free network structure can be robust. Thus, a scale-free
structure with well-protection of vital components and a sufficient degree of commonality would
be important for robust product and product family design.
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6.2 Structural Complexity
The universality of topological properties in empirical and theoretical networks has
reshaped our understanding of complexity in that systems believed to be complex are not based on
randomness but universal mechanisms governing their evolution (Barabási, 2009). Complexity is
a common concept that has been discussed in many scientific domains such as computer science,
biology, and physics (Mitchell, 2009). However, there is no one specific definition and framework
to describe complexity in systems since each domain deals with diverse systems where complexity
can be distinctively interpreted from various perspectives (Barabási, 2009; Park and Okudan
Kremer, 2015). Despite the lack of widely agreed conceptualization of complexity, complexity is
commonly defined to measure the density of interactions and the amount of information a system
has (Chu, 2011). Indeed, general methods to quantify complexity have been developed in a wide
variety of areas through benefits of network representation for systems to understand their
dynamics (Bonchev and Buck, 2005).
The efforts to conceptualize and quantify complexity also have brought attention in the
field of product and engineering design. Many researchers have applied the concept of complexity
to product design to understand the embedded uncertainty in product design and the impact of
complexity on operational performance (Park and Okudan Kremer, 2015). From the structural
perspective, complexity in product related systems is associated with the uncertainty in structural
or physical configuration affected by the number, diversity, and interrelationships of elements
(Closs et al., 2008; Orfi et al., 2011; Jacobs, 2013; Park and Kremer, 2013; Park and Okudan
Kremer, 2015). Thus, an information-theoretic approach (Shannon, 2001) has been widely used to
conceptualize complexity in product and operational systems due to its effective interpretation for
linkage between uncertainty and complexity, such that a system in increasing uncertainty becomes
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more complex and thereby results in more information required to describe the system’s state
(Sivadasan et al., 2006; Park and Okudan Kremer, 2015).
Two complexity measures for product and product family design are introduced based on
information theory herein: 1) complexity of structural connectivity and 2) complexity of structural
variety. Connectivity is a basic characteristic to describe the structural state of a network and
describes relationships among nodes. The dynamics between connectivity and uncertainty in a
network can be explained by the expected value of the information content of node degrees
(Bonchev, 2003). Based on the entropy expression of node connectivity, the complexity of
structural connectivity is expressed as a logarithmic function of a structural connectivity
distribution from the product and product family design context (See Equation 24).
𝑛

𝐶𝑠𝑐 = − ∑
𝑖=1

𝑘𝑖
𝑘𝑖
log 2
𝑘
𝑘

(24)

where ki is the number of connections of component i in product or product family design, and k is
the sum of ki.
The complexity of structural connectivity is defined as a measure of the expected amount
of uncertainty in realizing the structural connectivity of a product or product family structure. When
the probability for a new component to be attached to an existing component depends on the number
of structural connections of the existing component, it is the most uncertain for a component to be
connected to an existing component if each existing component has equal connectivity. This results
in the maximum uncertainty (or information) of the design structure to describe its connectivity
state since it is most unpredictable for the new node’s connection. Consequently, this situation
makes the connectivity of the design structure the most complex, where the complexity increases
with the number of components. Design structure networks shaping with the form of a n-clique
(ki/k = (n-1)/n(n-1) = 1/n) or a n-cycle (ki/k = 2/2n = 1/n) lead to the most complex structures in
connectivity.
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Under the condition that there is no isolated component in the design structure, on the other
hand, the expected amount of uncertainty in structural connectivity becomes minimum if one
specific component dominates connectivity in the design structure. The design structure with one
centralized component presents the least uncertainty to predict an existing component to which a
new component is likely to be connected. Thus, the least information is required to describe the
connectivity of the design structure, and this leads to the least complexity. Design structure
networks forming a n-star structure (ki(centralized)/k = (n-1)/2(n-1) = 1/2 and ki(non-centralized)/k = 1/2(n1)) involves the least complex situation in connectivity.
The variety of a design structure can be represented by: 1) intra-variety associated with
part variety (i.e., how many various components are used in a design structure), and 2) inter-variety
associated with product variety (i.e., how much each component is shared in different product
variants) (Park and Okudan Kremer, 2015). In addition to connectivity, the variety sources bring
uncertainty to a design structure in that a design structure can be difficult to be realized if it should
handle many different unique elements that makes the structure complex. The complexity of
structural variety is defined as a function of uncertainty to describe the total amount of information
embedded in the variety sources of a design structure (Park and Okudan Kremer, 2015). It is
expressed as the total information content of commonality for each component i as seen in Equation
25:
𝑛

𝐶𝑠𝑣 = − ∑ log 2
𝑖=1

𝑝𝑖
𝑝

(25)

where pi is the number of product variants that share component i, and p is the number of product
variants.
The measure for the complexity of structural variety in Equation 25 is based on the
commonality of product variants (𝑝𝑖 /𝑝), representing the degree of sharing a component within a
product family. Since a product family is designed to effectively handle product variety based on a
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common platform, commonality plays a vital role in determining the design structure of a product
family (Simpson, 2004; Johnson and Kirchain, 2010; Roy et al., 2011). A product family designed
with too low commonality results in very high component-variety, causing an increase in
uncertainty embedded in the design structure. Thus, each product variant or product family under
low commonality requires more information required to describe the state of the design structure.
Equation 25 captures this uncertainty caused from commonality within a product family by
quantifying the information content of commonality for each component. The complexity of
structural variety in Equation 25 also reflects structural variety caused by the size of a design
structure (i.e., the number of product variants and the number of components). With the same pi,
Csv increases if p increases. Also, the more components a product variant or a product family has,
the higher complexity of structural variety it has. Thus, Csv reflects both intra and inter structural
variety.
Figures 55 shows the complexity of structural connectivity in each main smartphone model
and each product family illustrated in Section 4.1. Figure 55 shows that the complexity of structural
connectivity increases in both the smartphone product and product family. In a similar manner, the
smartphone product family tends to have higher complexity in structural variety as time goes by
(See Figure 56). The results show that the design structure of the smartphone product and product
family evolves with an increase in complexity.

Figure 55. Complexity of Structural Connectivity in Smartphone Products and Product Families
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Figure 56. Complexity of Structural Variety in Product Families

The complexity of structural connectivity and the complexity of structural variety seem to
be closely related to each other in the smartphone case (See Figure 57). The Pearson’s correlation
coefficient between these two measures for the smartphone product family in each time period is
0.97, showing a strong positive linear relationship. This relationship implies that complexity caused
from structural variety in a design structure can lead to complexity in connectivity; adding more
structural variety into a product family can affect the design structure by increasing uncertainty in
structural connectivity.

Figure 57. Relationship between Structural Complexity Measures for Smartphone Product Family
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Structural complexity impacts on the robustness of a design structure. The complexity of
structural connectivity (Csc) depends on the topology of a network; the complexity measure
becomes low if a network is highly centralized by a few nodes. This property provides a possible
explanation of the topological behaviors under errors and attacks found in empirical and theoretical
scale-free networks. Scale-free networks have a few highly connected nodes and many nodes with
a few links. This topological characteristic of scale-free networks gives less uncertainty and thereby
less complexity in structural connectivity than other networks characterized with a certain node
degree. Networks with uncertain connectivity can be vulnerable to uncertain network perturbations;
on the other hand, networks with certain connectivity can be easily destroyed by certain network
perturbations. Thus, scale-free networks show structural tolerance to random (uncertain) network
perturbations and vulnerability to targeted (certain) network perturbations since their connectivity
is more certain than that in other network types (i.e., random and small-world networks). The fact
that the complexity of structural variety is closely related to the complexity of structural
connectivity also implies that structural variety indirectly impacts on a network’s behavior under
errors and attacks. The above implications show that the topological robustness of a design structure
for a product or a product family is influenced by structural connectivity and variety inherent in the
design structure.
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Chapter 7
Discussion and Conclusions
This dissertation investigated structural properties and patterns in a product family
architecture across generations and time periods and modeled its changing behaviors under
dynamic product environment. A network science approach was employed for this research since
a product family can be viewed as a complex network involving many interactions between
physical components. This research was performed with two main phases: 1) characterization of
product family evolution and 2) modeling of product family evolution. The first phase explored
underlying properties and evolutionary patterns in time-series product and product family
architectures through their network topologies. In the second phase, the dynamic evolution process
of a product family architecture was modeled based on a mixed-strategy game of involuntary
altruism and an evolving network model to estimate its future configurations over time. Historical
smartphone models released by a major company in the smartphone industry were used for the case
study of the methodology. Finally, evolutionary opportunities for product and product family
design were explored from the perspectives of topological robustness and complexity.
The results show that both the individual product and product family networks follow the
universality of topological properties observed in other real networks. The network properties and
significant motifs of the individual smartphone networks suggest that the individual product
structure evolves as a scale-free network with common building blocks. On the other hand, the
smartphone product family network in each time period has both scale-free and small-world
network properties due to the commonality of a product family. Also, the product family network
changes with common motifs shared in a specific range of time periods and specific motifs only
appearing in specific time periods. The size of the smartphone product family network
exponentially grows over time with an exponential increase in the number of shared components
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faster than that in the number of total components; the product platform of a smartphone product
family becomes efficient with an increase in commonality over time. Besides, the resilience of
clustering coefficients in the smartphone product family networks also shows that a smartphone
product family evolves with stability in local structural connectivity.
Furthermore, illustrative examples to describe the proposed product family evolution
model show how a dynamic and uncertain process of product family evolution can be simplified
and formulated. Under the defined evolution modes, different mechanisms affect the configuration
of a product family structure.
Focusing on the universality of the network topology, topological robustness and
complexity that have been addressed for theoretical and empirical networks were interpreted in the
context of product and product family design. Products and product families having a scale-free
network structure can be tolerant to random failures and vulnerable to targeted attacks. For a
product family, its design structure can be more robust than the structure of a single product under
a certain targeted attack due to commonality in the product family structure. Moreover, complexity
conceptualized with its measures based on information theory (i.e., complexity of structural
connectivity and complexity of structural variety) explicitly shows that a design structure with a
scale-free network topology and commonality can have topological robustness since it has less
uncertainty in structural connectivity and variety.
The primary intellectual merit of this research is to lay a foundation for significant
advancement opportunities in product design decision making through understanding evolution
mechanisms of a product family. Previous conventional approaches mainly rely on cognitive
processes to derive innovative designs or optimization processes to obtain possible design
alternatives under given static constraints. This is because product design has been considered as
‘being strategically determined by management’ rather than ‘predominantly evolving with market
and technology changes.’ It is evident that risks and uncertainties occurring from volatile product
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environments should be incorporated into design considerations to obtain reliable design solutions.
By focusing on the concept of evolution in product family design, this research provides a novel
way of understating and formulating product ecology from inherent evolving characteristics and
interactions with changes in management strategies and markets. This novel approach to product
family design contributes to improvement of the product design decision process by integrating
technical and managerial resources into design considerations.
This study will provide various potential research opportunities and insights to extend
conventional engineering design approaches into design science. Methods and results from this
research will serve as a foundation for the analysis of product family evolution, and this will
encourage researchers to explore distinct evolution properties of a product family according to
industry types, market trends, and technology changes. The methodology proposed, which
interconnects network science and product design, will establish a new interdisciplinary approach,
and a useful basis for design of other management systems (e.g., supply chains and social
networks.).
The generic analysis and model for product family evolution from this dissertation can be
flexibly extended to reflect various societal issues into design considerations. For example,
companies will effectively transform a current product family architecture into a sustainable
product family architecture through the simulation of current product system’s adaption process to
reusable and recyclable components. Similarly, distinct evolution properties of products can be
captured and studied based on the prediction of changes from related regular product families.
Despite the benefits and contributions of the research, there are several issues that should
be addressed for future work. First, more extensive product types should be analyzed to generalize
the findings from this research. Also, comparisons between clustering results and actual modules
in time series design structures will help characterize underlying modulization behaviors. Second,
the co-evolution of market, technological, and manufacturing systems in line with product family
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evolution should be further analyzed to characterize their underlying interactions. Third, the
product family evolution model should be revised to reflect more realistic processes of product
family evolution under dynamic external changes. It also should be further validated with other real
case studies.
Overall, product family evolution consistent with the universality of topological
characteristics in other real networks enables us to understand that products are evolving under the
same nature with other systems. Indeed, product design also should be considered as a continuum
of the evolution paradigm of our world. This would give us opportunities for development of next
generation products and product families.
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